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A Voice in the Wilderness
God tells His servants in His Word, “Cry aloud,
spare not. Lift up your voice like a trumpet and
declare to My people their transgression and to
the house of Jacob their sins!” (Isa.58:1, Parallel
Amplified Bible).
God also declares:
“Comfort, comfort My
people, says your God. Speak tenderly to the
heart of Jerusalem, and cry to her that her time of
service and her warfare are ended, that [her
punishment is accepted and] her iniquity is
pardoned, that she has received [punishment]
from the Lord’s hand double for all her sins.”
We are living in a world gone berserk with anger
and rage. “Why do the nations rage?” (Psalm
2:1). Answer – because they don’t know the true
God, and are in rebellion against His laws and
teachings and the true way of life and peace!
Isaiah wrote: “A voice of one who cries:
Prepare in the wilderness the way of the Lord
[clear away the obstacles]; make straight and
smooth a highway for our God. . . . And the glory
(majesty and splendor) of the Lord shall be
revealed, and all flesh shall see it together; for the
mouth of the Lord has spoken it” (Isaiah 40:3-5).
The Messiah is coming very SOON! Its time to
prepare to MEET Him! “Surely the Lord will do
nothing without revealing His secret to His
servants the prophets” (Amos 3:7). The purpose
of this magazine is to warn the world of what lies
ahead, and to help prepare people to get ready to
meet the Messiah, when He returns to restore all
things (Acts 3:19-21), put an end to wars, and
usher in the Kingdom of God! The prophet Amos
declared, “Prepare to meet your God, O Israel”
(Amos 4:12). No matter is more urgent, today!
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Into the Darkness

The world is poised on the brink of
terrifying times and great upheaval and
distress of nations. Jesus Christ and all the
Bible prophets foretold it. “Perilous times”
would come upon the world in the “last
days,” as the apostle Paul put it. A time
like no other in history for the absolute
horror, terror, and fear-crazed panic. Our
nation has been weighed in the balance,
like ancient Babylon, its predecessor, and
has been found “wanting.” Judgment is
about to fall. The call for repentance has
gone unheeded by the multitudes and
masses, and God’s warnings have been
ignored and treated with contempt.
Read the harrowing facts and how close we
are to “doomsday” and final judgment in
this month’s provocative articles – and take
steps to save your own life and that of your
family, before it is everlastingly too late!
-- William F. Dankenbring
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Past the Point of No Return

America – into the Stygian
Darkness
Has America gone past the point of no return? Have we gone
so far down the road to collapse and ruin that there is no hope
left? Is the future bright and shiny, or does our doom and utter
destruction, cataclysm and oblivion, beckon us onward down
our present path? Is it too late to avert and forestall calamity
and a chamber of horrors such as the world has never known?
William F. Dankenbring
Is it already too late?
To change the course of a mammoth ocean liner, a small helm change can do the
trick, but it takes time to alter the direction of a massive vessel on the high seas. By the
time the helmsman on the Titanic woke up to his plight and the iceberg in his path, it was
too late to change the course of the vessel, and she struck the iceberg with all her weight,
and sank to the bottom of the sea.
How about U.S.S. America? Where is our ship of state heading?
State of the Nation
In 62-63 the Supreme Court voted to remove prayer and Bible reading from the
public schools. In 1973 the Supreme Court legalized abortion on demand in the Roe vs.
Wade decision. Since then nearly 60 million unborn babies have been slaughtered. In
2001 Congress passed the Patriot Act, which has shredded the Bill of Rights and
propelled our country toward a police state. What has happened?
How did we get to this place?
America still considers itself as the “land of the free and the home of the brave”.
But things have changed. Every one knows it. Things have really changed, and not for
the better. Since 2008 when we had the financial meltdown, things have gotten worse –
much worse. -- as gas is high, wages are low, the debt is high, sentiment is low, the future
looks bleak, Washington are not suffering, but the rest of the people are, with
unemployment at record levels. Corruption is out in the open, new laws and executive
orders are a weekly event, all of which take away more liberties and freedoms from the
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people. Governments don't serve the people any more, they only serve the banksters and
big business.
Corruption is everywhere. The judgments of the Great Tribulation could be
triggered at anytime, now. The world has reached the saturation point of evil. Jesus
Christ said of the time just before His second coming, “And as it was in the days of Noah,
so it will be also in the days of the Son of Man. They ate, they drank, they married
wives, they were given in marriage, until the day that Noah entered the ark, and the flood
came and destroyed them all” (Luke 17:26-27).
In the days of Noah, “The earth was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled
with violence” (Gen.6:11). “Then the LORD saw that the wickedness of man was great
in the earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually
[all the day]” (Gen.6:5).
We are living in the period before the storm.
Christ also said, “Likewise as it was also in the days of Lot: They ate, they drank,
they bought, they sold, they planted, they built; but on the day that Lot went out of
Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven and destroyed them all. Even so will it
be in the day when the Son of Man is revealed” (Luke 17:28-30).
Sodom was infamous for its homosexuality. The world today once again
endorses homosexuality, and the Obama government pushes for its universal acceptance.
It is even being taught in the schools, from grade school on up! Your tax dollars are
being spent to study the private parts of homosexual males and the reason why lesbians
are fatter and drink more than other women! The state push for recognition and
legalization of “homosexual marriage” continues unabated.
Moral standards have sunk to the gutter. God thunders, “How shall I pardon you
for this? Your children have forsaken Me and sworn by those that are not gods. When I
fed them to the full, then they committed adultery and assembled themselves by troops in
the harlots’ houses. They were like well-fed lusty stallions; every one neighed after his
neighbor’s wife. Shall I not punish them for these things? Says the LORD. And shall I
not avenge Myself on such a nation as this?” (Jer.5:7-9).
Most thinking Americans know that the system of government and big business is
totally corrupt. Wall Street, Washington, the FBI, the CIA, DHS, and the Supreme Court
just to mention a few are all puppets of the shadow government, led by Obama and his
cabal of secret and not-so-secret backers – the “puppet-masters.” With nary a protest, our
liberties are being taken away, one by one.
What chance does an American have when the vast majority of the people
themselves look to the government for support, food stamps, hand-outs, and sustenance?
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Look at what happened to Joe Arpaio. His Cold Case Posse has proven that
Obama's birth certificate is a fraud. But now he is not able to get any government
department or official to take it to the next step. They shut him down.
Our government is in love with the Muslim Brotherhood, sponsors of violence in
the Middle East, fanatical devotees of Sharia Law, who also seek to overthrow the
governments of Europe and the United States. Spouting “freedom of religion,” Obama
brings Muslims into his government big time and places Muslim devotees in high office,
including Homeland Security. Bizarre, since Muslims pose the greatest threat to the
American way of life!
Terrorist Training Camp Near You?
One of the investigators who worked on a report about terror training camps
operating inside the United States describes the network as no more or less than an
infrastructure for attack.
It has been reported in a documentary called “Homegrown Jihad: Terrorist
Training Camps Around the U.S.” that “Muslims of America" operates a series of
training camps in the U.S.
Jason Campbell is project manager for the Christian Action Network, which was
behind the training camps investigation. He describes some of his visits to the camps,
which have been located in New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,
West Virginia, Tennessee, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Texas, Oklahoma
Michigan, Colorado, California and Washington.
Says Campbell, “The one that really gets you concerned is in Georgia. You go
down a road and all of a sudden it’s just woods, and there are two roads that go straight
down to the camp. It’s dark because of the trees. And one of the roads is named Mecca
and the other Medina. If there ever was an infrastructure for terrorism, this is it,” he told
World Net Daily.
Campbell also said the camps he's visited have a mosque and frequently the living
conditions are “miserable.” The locations are run by Muslims of the Americas Inc., a
tax-exempt organization, and it has been directly linked by court documents to Jamaat ulFuqra. The organization operates communes of primarily black, American-born Muslims
throughout the U.S. The investigation confirmed members commonly use aliases and
intentional spelling variations of their names and routinely deny the existence of Jamaat
ul-Fuqra.
The group openly recruits through various social service organizations in the U.S.,
including the prison system. Members live in compounds where they agree to abide by
the laws of Jamaat ul-Fuqra, which are considered to be above local, state and federal
authority.
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U.S. authorities have probed the group for charges ranging from links to al-Qaida
to laundering and funneling money into Pakistan for terrorist activities. The organization
supports various terrorist groups operating in Pakistan and Kashmir, and follows Sheikh
Mubarak Gilani. He boasts of conducting “the most advanced training courses in Islamic
military warfare.”
The jihadist organization is thought to be responsible for nearly 50 attacks on
American soil, but the U.S. government refuses to list it among foreign terrorists. Yet
they are still thriving in the “land of the free” – as they plot to bring Americans into
subjection to Islam.
But this is only one peril facing America and the western world.
The Obama Government
Wayne Allyn Root declares in a blistering indictment of the Obama government:
“Obama desperately needs your money, and he’ll stop at nothing to confiscate it.
Whether it’s raising income taxes, payroll taxes, Obamacare taxes, online sales
taxes or taking away exemptions and deductions, he’ll find a new and creative
way to claim your money as his money.
“How does Obama steal your money? Let me share a few highlights of Don
Obama’s larceny in action.
“First: through massive taxation and redistribution of wealth. Don Obama targets,
hunts, demonizes, intimidates and punishes his best customers (business owners
and high-income taxpayers). Even the Gambinos treated their best customers
better than this.
“But taxation is only the tip of the iceberg for the Obama crime family. They
can rob widows and orphans blind without ever touching their income or bank
accounts. The Obama crime family’s weapon of choice is the Federal Reserve.
If Don Obama can’t get his hands on your money, he merely orders the Fed to
print trillions in new dollars. That makes your life savings worthless. It threatens
your retirement. It even threatens the financial future of your children and
grandchildren.
“All of those trillions of fake dollars printed by the Fed need to be repaid by
future generations. That “Obama money” that props up the stock market — and
pays for “free” Obama phones and “free” healthcare — isn’t actually “free.” It’s
debt, and it all must be repaid by your kids.
“Don Obama is a genius. He has enslaved your heirs to a life of misery, unimaginable debt and excessive taxation — even though some aren’t even born yet. That
qualifies Don Obama as the meanest, most dastardly gangster who ever lived. No
wonder babies cry upon taking their first breath. At the moment of birth, they owe
more than $300,000.”
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Says Root, “This Don Obama is one bad-ass killer. Just last month, 660,000
Americans left the workforce. In one month! There are now 90 million able-bodied,
working-age Americans no longer working. That’s almost one-third of the country’s
population. The workforce participation rate is the lowest since 1979. For men, it’s the
lowest since 1948. Don Obama has killed so many jobs that he should be on top of the
FBI’s Most Wanted list.”
Obama’s Biggest Lie of All – the Benghazi Cover Up
Benghazi – a name that will go down in history. A “crime of the century.”
Will we ever get all of the truth about the false explanations and misdirection
from the Obama Administration after the terrorist assaults on our consulate in Benghazi,
Libya, on Sept. 11, 2012? The cover up was fantastic. Lies, lies and more lies.
Most Americans may be too jaded and worn out looking for work to pay attention
to what happens overseas – or what transpired in Benghazi, during the U.S. presidential
election campaigning last fall. The stone-walling still continues. However, we’ve gotten
a lot closer to the true story in recent weeks. Kudos to three courageous State
Department whistleblowers who refused to be part of a shameful cover-up and to a House
committee that dug long and hard to get down to more of the truth.
It is now indisputably clear that the murder of Ambassador Chris Stephens and
three other Americans was planned by an al-Qaida affiliate in Libya. The CIA knew it —
and told Washington. Our staff in Libya knew it — and told their superiors. Top Libyan
officials knew it — and repeatedly said so. But the Obama Administration blamed it all
on a wacky video which had nothing to do with it!
It was deeply moving to listen to Gregory Hicks, the former deputy chief of
mission/charge d’affairs in Libya. He was in Tripoli, a two-hour flight from Benghazi,
when Stevens called to tell him, “Greg, we’re under attack.”
Hicks told the committee that none of his efforts to get military assistance for the
beleaguered Americans in Benghazi was successful. He revealed that a Special
Operations team in Tripoli was ordered to “stand down” and not fly to Benghazi. The
officer in charge of the team told Hicks, “I have never been so embarrassed in my life
that a State Department officer has bigger balls than somebody in the military.”
Hicks said he was absolutely “dumbfounded” when he heard that an obscure antiIslamic video was being blamed for turning a group of demonstrators into a murderous
mob. “I was stunned. My jaw dropped, and I was embarrassed,” Hicks told the
committee. He knew it wasn’t true. But that was the Administration’s story; and, by
golly, they were going to stick with it.
Representative Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), the chairman of the House Oversight and
Government Reform Committee, no doubt engaged in a bit of hyperbole when he told
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Sean Hannity before the hearings began that his committee would force the
Administration to come clean about “the biggest lie of all.” Issa said:
But despite the revelatory hearings, Benghazi-Gate does not now come up to the
standards of “Watergate,” during the Nixon presidency, even though that was merely an
att3empted break-in and political burglary and hi-jinks. At Benghazi, four brave and
loyal Americans died, including an Ambassador – and help was never sent, despite
having armed special forces on the ground at Tripoli, and despite the fact that hours of
siege went on, while the Obama Administration twiddled its fingers and did nothing.
Says the Word of God, “Righteousness exalts a nation, but sin is a reproach to any
people” (Prov.14:34). The Libyan scandal and cover-up should embarrass the American
people, and bring outrage to their hearts and an iron will to punish the perpetrators and
politicians involved, from top to bottom.
But most people today have a blaze, ho-hum, “What’s for dinner?” attitude, and
could not care less. For shame!
Obama’s Great Depression
Says Wayne Allyn Root, “At this moment, despite the lies and distortions you
hear from the Barack Obama-adoring mainstream media, we are experiencing an Obama
Great Depression to rival anything we experienced in 1929. But the truth is being covered
up by an ever-rising stock market (that is completely disconnected from the economy)
and a country awash in ‘Obama money.’”
Says Root, “The Kool-Aid-drinking media is shocked by hundreds of hard facts
I’ve put together proving we are in a Great Depression. They ask me: ‘Well then, why is
the stock market doing so well? Why are there no bread lines or tent cities like 1929?’
“The answer is simple: Big-government spending on an unimaginable scale masks
the true picture of our economy. What you’re seeing is a fraud: the biggest Ponzi scheme
in world history. There would certainly be bread lines and tent cities, if government
wasn’t handing out billions of dollars in checks, paid for by the Federal Reserve printing
trillions in fake dollars.
“You’ve seen the numbers. Obama is the biggest spender in world history, adding
$6 trillion to the debt in only four years. Where do you think that money is going? To alltime record numbers of Americans on food stamps, disability, welfare and unemployment
benefits. Now, of course, we’re embarking on free healthcare for 40 million new patients,
with money we don’t have (and no new doctors to treat them).
“And just to be certain that the U.S. economy is completely destroyed, now for
good measure we want to legalize 12 million illegal aliens, giving them access to more
than $9 trillion in entitlements. Makes sense, doesn’t it?
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“The government is borrowing 46 cents for every dollar it spends. It’s all crazy…
literally. We have borrowed from China to pay entitlement checks to Americans who no
longer feel it pays to go to work, and to hand out billions of dollars in foreign aid to
countries that hate us and support terrorism.
“All of this while the Fed is running the printing presses day and night to fund its
weapon of mass distraction: Wall Street. As long as the stock market is up, the lapdog
media can report the economy is “in recovery.”
“The plan is brilliant. You’d almost think Obama is relying on Bernie Madoff as
his chief economic consultant — except even Madoff wouldn’t have the cajónes to pull
off this scam. Obama has succeeded in turning Wall Street into a rigged craps game. The
government is guaranteeing the results. Obama demands the Fed hands out $85 billion of
fake money each and every month and drops it onto the plates of the richest publicly
traded companies. This guarantees the stock market goes up while their CEOs get filthy
rich with rising stock options, which guarantees banks, Wall Street and billionaires like
Warren Buffett continue to support Obama.
“Meanwhile, on Main Street the real economy is dying. There are no jobs. There
is no recovery. Ninety million able-bodied, working-age Americans are not working. The
workforce participation rate is setting all-time records for futility. U.S. worker hours are
down and U.S. worker salaries are stagnating, while our cost of living is skyrocketing.
Recent college grads are drowning in debt, with record levels of student loan default and
post-college-graduation unemployment. Older Americans are dipping into their
retirement savings in record numbers; 16.4 million Americans live in poverty in the
suburbs; and almost 50 percent of Americans have less than $500 in savings.
“The middle class is being systematically destroyed. Wiped out. Left with the
short end of the stick. The real economy on Main Street is dying. And worst of all, our
children and grandchildren will get the bill. This $85 billion per month being used to
fraudulently prop up the stock market is all debt being piled onto future generations.
“Then there’s Part II of this Obama Ponzi scheme. Separate from the Fed’s $85
billion per month of fake money is the government spending scheme. Obama has handed
out billions of dollars in stimulus, bailouts, green energy investments and government
contracts to the biggest publicly traded companies, the most corrupt unions and the most
connected Democratic contributors. But none of the benefit goes to small business or the
middle class that is stuck paying the bill.
“Government deficit spending with money we don’t have is now paying for
everything, at every level. It’s all to hide the reality that we are living in an Obama Great
Depression. There are no bread lines or tent cities because we’re all living on the
government dole, paid for with debt. Fraud on a massive scale. The greatest Ponzi
scheme in world history.
“Housing allowances and food stamps prevent bread lines and tent cities.
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“Free breakfasts and lunches at school make it seem like children aren’t going
hungry.
“Earned income tax credits are handed out to millions of lower-income
Americans (including illegal aliens) who pay no taxes in the first place.
“At the same time, government keeps interest rates artificially low to pump up
home and car sales — and to keep the interest on the national debt from eating up the
entire budget.
“And if record low interest rates aren’t enough, government purchases of GM cars
are up 79 percent. The government is artificially propping up GM with your tax dollars.
It’s all a scam.
“Take away all this spending and printing by government, and it would
look exactly like 1929.
“We are in an Obama Great Depression masked by government spending and
debt that didn’t exist during the first Great Depression. The true extent of this economic
Armageddon is being hidden, disguised and propped up with government spending,
programs and Fed printing never imagined in the 1930s.”
What’s the End Game?
Root asks the question, “What’s the end game?” He declares, “First, all this
spending and printing is to prevent economic collapse and total panic. Second, it’s to
achieve the Marxist dream: redistribution of wealth to Obama’s voters and contributors.
Third (and this is the big one), it’s to create a two-class society.
“Karl Marx hated the middle class. He felt they needed to be eliminated to create
equality, fairness and social justice (i.e., shared misery). Will people be hurt? Sure,
they’ll lose their jobs and homes. But to Marxists, the end justifies the means. Obama
needs a two-class society to make his plan work; the two classes are the super rich and
the poor. The key is both are dependent on government to survive.
“The super rich love crony capitalism — with Obama handing out stimulus, Fed
printing and government contracts like candy. That’s how the super rich and politically
connected stay rich and get richer. The rest of us will be poor, which makes us dependent
on Obama for government checks to survive. Government will pay for our lives from
cradle to grave, while confiscating most of our income.
“This is a Ponzi scheme that even Madoff could never have imagined. (Wayne
Allyn Root, personalliberty.com, May 9, 2013).
Shocking? Disturbing? Why have we been saddled with such a corrupt, wicked
government? But, as Wayne Allyn Root asks, “What is the End Game?”
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Where is it all leading? What will the outcome be?
A Letter from Israel
A man in Israel wrote to me the following letter, saying:
As you know, from the time that the land of Israel was re-united to
the Jewish people in the year of 1948 to the year of 2013 has
been 65 years – Isaiah 7:8.
Now according to my K J V the new Scofield reference Bible,in the
commentary section, it says in the book of first kings:that the house
of Israel lasted for 210 years, before being evicted from the land
of Israel, so if the 210 years is correct that means that the 210 years
represents( 3 generations of 70 years) in the land of Israel as the house
of Israel.
So here is the kicker!
So When Ephraim and Manasseh began to become two very important
and blessed nations in the year of 1803 after 2520 years of judgment, can
you tell where all this new info is leading to? So therefore, if you were
to add 210 years (3 generations of 70 years ) to the year of 1803, can
imagine what year we come to?
1803+210=2013
Does history repeat itself? What do you think, good, bad, ugly,etc. or
is this info already well known or is in your book about America
& Great Britain?”

The letter of course is very interesting. I’ve never seen that remarkable timeline
put forward before. Fascinating, to say the least! It is an incredible parallel, and once
again leads us to see and believe that the year 2013 – this very year – will be a
humdinger, a blockbuster, a singular phenomenon, a horizon epochal event.
We must “stay tuned,” and “stay in the breach,” and keep on the spiritual firing
lines, and stay prepared, waiting for the soon return of our Lord and Master, Saviour and
Redeemer, Jesus Christ, Yeshua the Messiah! Amen, Amen!
In a follow-up email, the man from Israel declared:
“I forgot to mention in my last e-mail to you a few hours ago and what
I forgot to say was, as you know Jerusalem was destroyed in the year
70 A D and once again in the year of 135 A D when the Jewish
people were evicted from the land of Israel.
“So here is what I forgot to say: From 135 minus 70 equals 65 years
65 years seems to happen at least three times that I know of in the
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Bible at this time.”

The Mysterious 65 Years
The original prophecy, in Isaiah, says, “Within 65 years Ephraim will be broken,
so that it will not be a people” (Isa.7:8). This same prophecy speaks of Syria and
Damascus, its capital.
Syria is in Civil War at this moment, with the United States – modern Ephraim –
supporting the rebels, even though they include the Muslim Brotherhood and members of
Al Qeida. Syria, and the Muslims, have always hated the Jews, and the state of Israel,
despising its very existence, and agitating for another Holocaust. The U.S. has become
very anti-Semitic, in reality, as it plays its cards close to the vest, but allying with the
Muslim nations of the Middle East, including Saudi Arabia, from whence Wahabism,
fundamentalism and terrorism were spawned and are supported.
It has been 65 years, now, since the founding of the state of Israel in May, 1948!
Will modern day Ephraim now become “broken,” as this prophecy suggests? So much
so, that it will not be a “united people”?
Already, the disunity is obvious, and disturbing. Our country appears to be
threatened by revolution, and seems to be “coming apart at the seams.” Republicans hate
Democrats, modern Socialists hate Conservatives, the “race card” is being played daily,
and Obama has become the most divisive president in U.S. history.
The U.S. economy teeters on the brink of disaster, the country is $16 trillion
dollars in debt, and the slightest hiccup could send the economy over the cliff and into a
fatal crash-and-burn scenario. We are living on the “edge.” As the apostle Paul wrote,
“In the last days perilous times will come. For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers
of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy,
unloving, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of good, traitors,
headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God” (II Tim.3:1-4).
Our government and people in general are becoming increasingly hostile toward
the Bible, and Christianity – especially those who take the Bible seriously. It is almost as
if we are tempting God, or thumbing our nose in His face.
And the consequences will be awesome – and catastrophic. God’s Word warns,
“Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, that he will also
reap” (Gal.6:7)
What is the root cause of all our growing ills, today?
We Have Forgotten God
The modern generation has forgotten God. So God declares, “Because you have
forgotten the God of your salvation, and have not been mindful of the Rock of your
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stronghold, therefore you will plant pleasant plants and set out foreign seedlings . . . but
the harvet will be a heap of ruins in the day of grief and desperate sorrow” (Isaiah 17:1011).
God says of our peoples, “I have nourished and brought up children, and they
have rebelled against Me. The ox knows its owner and the donkey its master’s crib; but
Israel does not know, My people do not consider. Alas, sinful nation, a people laden with
iniquity, a brood of evildoers, children who are corrupters! They have forsaken the
LORD, they have provoked to anger the Holy One of Israel, they have turned away
backward” (Isaiah 1:2-4).
God declares, “I will give children to be their princes, and babes [margin,
“capricious ones”] shall rule over them. The people will be oppressed, every one by
another and every one by his neighbor; the child will be insolent toward the elder, and the
base toward the honorable” (Isa.3:4-5).
God thunders, “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. Because you
have rejected knowledge [of God], I also will reject you from being priest for Me;
because you have forgotten the law of your God, I also will forget your children” (Hosea
4:6).
People today don’t want to hear about God or His judgments. They don’t take
Him seriously. In fact, as God told Isaiah, “Now go write it before them on a tablet and
note it on a scroll, that for time to come, forever and ever: That this is a REBELLIOUS
people, lying children, children who will not hear the law of the LORD; who say to the
seers, ‘Do not see,’ and to the prophets, ‘Do not prophesy to us right things; speak to us
SMOOTH THINGS, prophesy deceits. Get out of the way, turn aside from the path,
cause the Holy One of Israel to cease from before us’” (Isaiah 30:8-11).
Because of this attitude, “Because you despise this word, and trust in oppression
and perversity, and rely on them, therefore this iniquity shall be to you like a breach
ready to fall, a bulge in a high wall, whose breaking comes SUDDENLY, IN AN
INSTANT. And He shall break it like the breaking of the potter’s vessel, which is broken
in pieces” (Isaiah 30:12-14).
God looks down on this wayward, intransigent, stubborn generation of lawless
rebels, and declares, “Because I have called and you refused, I have stretched out My
hand and no one regarded, because you disdained all My counsel, and would have none
of My rebuke, I also will laugh at your calamity; I will mock when your terror comes like
a storm, and your destruction comes like a whirlwind, when distress and anguish come
upon you” (Proverbs 1:24-27).
Our nation and our leaders and people, from top to bottom, have forgotten God,
turned their backs on Him, and rejected His laws and counsel. They forget that He rules
over all. They think they can carry on, oblivious to Him and His Word – and so a trap
has been set for their feet. God declares, “Because they hated knowledge and did not
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choose the fear of the LORD . . . They would have none of My counsel and despised My
every rebuke. Therefore they shall eat the fruit of their own way, and be filled to the full
with their own fancies, for the turning away of the simple will slay them, and the
complacency of fools will destroy them” (Prov.1:29-32).
God rules in the kingdoms of men. We have a responsibility to seek His way, His
face, and His truth, for self-preservation as much as anything else. Woe be to those who
continue to defy the living God and ignore His commandments. Governments steal from
their citizens, and their citizens steal from each other, and judgment is surely coming!
2013 in Bible Prophecy
Isaiah declares, “Behold, Damascus will cease from being a city, and it will be a
ruinous heap . . . The fortress will also cease from Ephraim, the kingdom from Damascus,
and the remnant of Syria. . . . In that day it shall come to pass that the glory of Jacob will
wane, and the fatness of his flesh grow lean [economic misery, great depression]. It shall
be as when the harvester gathers the grain, and reaps the heads with his arm. Yet
gleaning grapes will be left in it. Like the shaking of an olive tree, two or three olives at
the top of the uppermost bough, four or five in its most fruitful branches” (Isaiah 17:1-6).
When will this happen? When will modern Ephraim-America be punished?
When will Syria fall? The two prophecies are intertwined, interlinked, woven together.
God says, “Within sixty-five years Ephraim will be broken.”
Israel became a nation after about 2,000 years of wandering and exile. Israel was
given a land by the United Nations, part of their ancient homeland, in November 1947,
and became a nation-state May 14, 1948.
Sixty-five literal years brings us to May 14, 2013, according to the Roman
calendar we use today!
It would appear that our demise and diminishment are coming upon us at breakneck speed. We will face the consequences of our actions very soon. Our time for
repentance is almost up.
The Word of God shows us that the fate of America has been determined – by her
own people. Our refusal to repent and turn to God will be our undoing. With almost 50
million people on food stamps, millions more on the government dole, unemployment
benefits, disability benefits, and government sanctioned housing benefits, and burgeoning
national debt, the whole edifice is teetering, swaying, and threatening to topple to the
ground – with no safety net left. It will lead to mayhem, gang violence, starvation, panic,
and civil war. The tree of American liberty will topple and crash to the ground.
The prophet Zechariah says, “There is the sound of wailing shepherds! For their
glory is in ruins. There is the sound of roaring lions!” (Zech.11:3).
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The prophet continues, “Thus says the LORD my God, Feed the flock for
slaughter, whose owners slaughter them and feel no guilt; those who sell them say,
‘Blessed be the LORD, for I am rich’; and their shepherds do not pity them. For I will no
longer pity the inhabitants of the land, says the LORD, but indeed I will give everyone
into his neighbor’s hand and into the hand of his king. They shall attack the land, and I
will not deliver them from their hand” (Zech.11:4-6).
God says to His people, “Therefore I will judge you, O house of Israel, everyone
according to his ways, says the Lord GOD. Repent, and turn from all your
transgressions, so that iniquity will not be your ruin. Cast away from you all the
transgressions which you have committed, and get yourselves a new heart and a new
spirit. For why should you die, O house of Israel?” (Ezek.18:30-31).
God says again, “As I live, says the Lord GOD, I have no pleasure in the death of
the wicked, but that the wicked turn from his way and live. Turn, turn from your evil
ways. For why should you die, O house of Israel?” (Ezek.33:11).
The hour of judgment is rapidly approaching. God thunders, “They do not direct
their deeds toward turning to their God, for the spirit of harlotry is in their midst. And
they do not know the LORD. The pride of Israel testifies to his face; therefore Israel and
Ephraim stumble in their iniquity; Judah also stumbles with them” (Hosea 5:4-5).
God’s warning goes forth, “Blow the ram’s horn in Gibeah, the trumpet in
Ramah! Cry aloud at Beth Aven, Look behind you, O Benjamin! Ephraim shall be
desolate in the day of rebuke; among the tribes of Israel I make known what is sure”
(Hos.5:8-9).
Jeremiah cries out, “The harvest is past, the summer is ended, and we are not
saved! For the hurt of the daughter of my people I am hurt. I am mourning;
astonishment has taken hold of me. Is there no balm in Gilead, is there no physician
there? Why then is there no recovery for the health of the daughter of my people?”
(Jere.8:20-22).
The hourglass is almost empty. The sands of time are running out. It appears too
late for the nation to repent, and fall on its knees before God. Its course is set. But it is
not too late for you. Individuals still have some time. They can take it upon themselves
to repent, and to turn to God, now, before judgment strikes like a heavy blow!
As Paul wrote, “Behold, NOW IS THE ACCEPTED TIME; behold, NOW IS THE
DAY OF SALVATION” (II Cor.6:2). As Paul told the men at Athens, Greece, “Truly
these times of ignorance God overlooked, but NOW COMMANDS ALL MEN
EVERYWHERE TO REPENT” (Acts 17:30), “because He has appointed a day on which
He will judge the world in righteousness by the Man whom He has ordained” (v.31).
The hour is very, very late. Are you going to “redeem the time, because the days
are evil”? (Eph.5:16).
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We Are On the Internet – Check out our
Triumph Prophetic Ministries Websites!
“You have ALL done a FANTASTIC JOB ON THE NEW WEB-SITE!!!”
www.triumphpro.info
and books
www.triumphpro.com
www.triumphpro.org.

videos and audio Bible Studies and articles
literature, books, articles
audios, literature

\
Also visit triumphpro.info website to see our video Bible Study messages
______________________________________________________________________________
Audio LIVE STREAMING
You may listen to us LIVE STREAMING every Sabbath and Holy Day and during Festivals at
www.triumphpro.info or triiumphpro.com, Click on “Audio,” then click on “Listen Live” and
pick a player, such as Flash Player – the streaming is at 11:00 AM Pacific Coast Time each
Sabbath. No password is required.
To contact us, our e-mail address is: triumphpro@aol.com
____________________________________________________________________________________________

LIVE Sabbath Services Bible Study Telephone Hook-Up!
Every Sabbath morning we offer LIVE Sabbath services and Bible Studies direct from Omak,
Washington. Tune in at 11:00 AM Pacific Coast Time. Each service lasts about 100 minutes. To
participate, dial our Conference Call telephone number. The telephone number is 916-233-0500. You
will hear a voice telling you to enter your special code number, and then press the # (pound) sign. So
enter 2415, followed by #. You can do this between 10:45 and 11:15 AM, Pacific Coast time. It is
recommended that you use a Speakerphone, or have an audio amplifier system for optimal listening.
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Free Bible Study Audio CD List
Receive our Bible Studies on audio CD files FREE. We send them out about every 3 months with 12-16
Bible Studies on each CD. Just send us your name and address and order them.
Name____________________________________________________
Adress___________________________________________________
City_________________State_____Zip_______Country___________

FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO PROPHECY FLASH!
You can receive Prophecy Flash free of charge for one whole year – just send us your mailing address.
Name____________________________________________________
Adress___________________________________________________
City_________________State_____Zip_______Country___________

Feast of Tabernacles Audio Tapes and DVDs
Now available! Feast of Sukkot 2012 Audio Album -- $25.00; Festival DVDs -- $50.00. Postage paid.
Enjoy these enlightening, inspiring, fascinating Bible Studies and review them often.
Send orders to: Triumph Prophetic Ministries, PO Box 842, Omak WA 98841.
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Prophecy Briefs
Blacks’ Obsession with Sports,
Hollywood and Acceptance
Eden Alice Washington is my 11-year-old
daughter. The other day I asked her if she listens
to pop singer Beyonce. She answered, "No! I
don't listen to that kind of music." She doesn't
like Obama, she already considers herself a
conservative, and she's curious about
Christianity. Eden's generation – and that of her
elder brother, Stone – will have their hands full
turning back Obama's Progressive Revolution.
While I love America the Beautiful, one thing
that vexes me to no end about this country is the
excessive notoriety black people get for trivial
vocations like sports and entertainment while we
ignore, even despise, philosophers, intellectuals,
critical thinkers – people who throughout history
have changed society for good while all sports
and entertainers have contributed is contained in
this wise aphorism by the Roman poet Juvenal:
Two things only the people anxiously desire –
bread and circuses.
For example, America throws away hundreds of
billions annually to people who are functionally
illiterate, people who can't put two sentences
together without saying, "uuuhhh," "aaahhh,"
"you know" or excessive stuttering. For
bouncing a basketball, throwing a football,
hitting a baseball or kicking a soccer ball,
America, with Nazi-like efficiency, will search
out the worst ghettos and barrios, traverse the
deepest, darkest jungles of Africa, South
America, Cuba, Haiti, the Caribbean Islands, and
promise the world to a black mother while sitting
in her living room trying to convince her and her
fatherless son that playing basketball for the
University of X will guarantee a life of fame and
riches.
Come on, America! Without the NBA, Shaquille
O'Neill would just be a 7-foot-1, 376-lb buffoon,
a janitor who thinks he is a rapper.
Yet these same good white folks, progressives,
who are unfortunately the gatekeepers of society,
won't lift a finger to encourage little black boys

and girls to go to the library, go to the bookstore,
read books, write essays outside the required
reading lists of your Progressive Concentration
Camps most people call "public schools."
Dare to think different thoughts, to covet higher
ideals, to refuse to be numbered with the 96
percent of blacks who voted for Obama in 2008
and the 93 percent who voted for him in 2012.
Blacks for 100 years, dating back to that racist
President Woodrow Wilson (1913-21), have
voted for the genocide of their own race led by
Dr. W.E.B. Dubois and the NAACP. But why?
The Cult Acceptance – blacks have a crippling
fear of ostracism by whites, provoking an
obsession of acceptance of whites that prevents
blacks from escaping their self-imposed hell of
ghetto life and tribal Groupthink our forefathers
fought against to be free from slavery
.
Remember the songs slaves sang in the cotton
fields? Songs of liberty, songs of freedom, songs
of truth and deliverance like ““Steal Away":
Refrain: Steal away, steal away, steal away to
Jesus! Steal away, steal away home, I ain't got
long to stay here.
. . . I wonder how many of the tens of millions of
little black boys and little black girls are blessed
enough to be raised by two parents in America?
And, if so, are their parents brave enough,
enlightened enough, disciplined enough to teach
their children to put down the damn basketball,
football, baseball, to unplug the little Xbox, iPad,
iPod that enslaves your mind with Siren songs of
anti-beauty, gangsta lifestyle, glorification of
death, destruction and sexual immorality? Turn
off the TV sometimes, and make your kids read a
book and write you a summary of that book.
With all the "education" black people are said to
possess in modern times, how many blacks dare
to emulate the intellectual skills, the beautiful
life of a Harriet Tubman, a Republican who once
famously said, "I freed a thousand slaves. I could
have freed a thousand more, if they only knew
they were slaves." How many blacks pattern
their children's lives after a Frederick Douglass,
a Booker T. Washington, a George S. Schuyler,
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the unsung black conservative intellectual/writer
from the 1920s-60s, or in modern times: a Dr.
Ben Carson, a Dr. Thomas Sowell, a Dr. Walter
E. Williams, a Pastor Levon Yuille, or my direct
intellectual descendant, Justice Clarence
Thomas?
And you wonder why for 40-50 years more black
young men languish inside the brutal hellhole of
prison or are entangled in some element of the
penal system (i.e., probation, parole, half-way
houses, juvenile, sexual deviant lists, etc.) than
are presently in college. While I am not a
conspiracist, this modern American tragedy is
not by accident. I believe it's part of a grand,
diabolical plot by the Liberal/Progressive
Revolution to purposely deconstruct America
and all of her sacred institutions, including God,
culture, law, politics, economics and the family.
For over 100 years, for 30 pieces of silver to join
the Cult of Acceptance by the left, black
leadership has sold out the black masses by the
tens of millions to abortion genocide, voluntary
ghettos, public school concentration camps,
welfare dependency and the slave chains of the
Democratic Party plantation. This is the New Jim
Crow. (Ellis Washington, April 28, 2013). . . .
Ellis Washington is a former staff editor of the
Michigan Law Review and law clerk at The
Rutherford Institute. He is a Professor of
Constitutional Law, Legal Ethics, and Contracts
at the National Paralegal College, a counselor
at the American College of Education, and a
founding board member of Salt and Light
Global. Washington is a co-host on Joshua's
Trial, a radio show of Christian conservative
thought.

Frankenfish
The FDA is using the holidays to hide its final
steps in approving GM frankenfish salmon. Once
approved, there will be no stopping frankenfish
or any other monstrosity Agribusiness wants to
cram down our throats.
The FDA realized awhile back that the public
doesn’t want genetically engineered salmon.
Therefore, they slowed down their approval
process—but they certainly didn’t end it. As
Gaia Health noted at the time, their decision to
ban labeling of genetically modified (GM)
salmon had already been made over two years

ago. That signaled their intention to do precisely
what it’s clear they’re hoping you won’t notice:
pushing the approval of GM salmon over the
holidays, or advancing the process so far that it
can’t be stopped.
So, the FDA chose the Friday before Christmas
to announce that it’s completed the final steps for
approval of frankenfish. Worse, it’s doing this in
the face of a recent discovery of a new strain of
salmon
anemia
virus,
indicating
that
AquaBounty, the creator of AquaAdvantage, the
GM salmon, is unable to raise these fish in a
healthy environment. That alone should stop the
approval process—but not when the FDA is
controlled by the companies it supposedly
regulates.
AquaBounty was on the verge of bankruptcy and
would not have been able to stay in business,
thus voiding their frankenfish application. As
reported by Gaia Health, they were rescued by
another faux regulatory agency, the USDA,
which funded pseudo research on how to make
the GM fish sterile. The question is, why would
such a gift grant be given when the company had
already claimed the GM fish were sterile? It’s
fairly obvious it was a gift of taxpayer money to
keep them afloat until they get an approval that
had already been decided. (“FDA Uses Holidays
to Hide GM Salmon Rubberstamp, by Heidi
Stevenson, Dec.23, 2012)

The Real Reason Behind Sandy Hook
Massacre
Amid national soul searching in the wake of one
of the worst mass shootings in American history,
faith leaders say the removal of God from the
nation’s schools and communities is at the root
of this monstrous tragedy.
Marshall Foster, a Christian historian, founder of
the World History Institute and author of the
introduction to the newly-republished 1599
Geneva Bible, says he’s sick of the media’s
attempt to make excuses for Adam Lanza’s mass
murder of school children at Sandy Hook
Elementary School in Newtown, Conn.
In the face of all the “politically correct mumbo
jumbo,” Foster says the culprit is “not an
imbalance of chemical enzymes in Lanza’s
brain; the culprit is Lanza’s sin nature.”
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For years, public schools have been teaching
children that evil does not reside in their souls
and is therefore, by default, circumstantial,
Foster says, and according to this misguided
worldview, there must have been something
circumstantially that caused Lanza to shoot
innocent children.
“So when we look at the tragedy that just took
place and we start blaming … we immediately
go to guns and other purported causes,” Foster
told WND. “We go to some external cause: It’s
his psychology, it’s his mother, it’s the divorce.
It’s something outside, instead of looking at the
real cause, which for thousands of years since the
time of Christ, people have understood to be
good and evil.”
Mankind, Foster says, always looks for excuses
“outside himself,” but he never wants to face the
“demons in his own soul.”

NBA Player Says He is Homosexual
and a Christian
On Monday morning, NBA player Jason
Collins came out in a Sports Illustrated piece,
becoming the first active male athlete in a major
sport to declare he was gay. ESPN handled the
breaking news by bringing in sportswriter Chris
Broussard. Broussard came out saying he did not
believe that Collins was a Christian, not simply
because he was gay, but because he is “walking
in open rebellion to Jesus Christ.”
In Sports Illustrated, Collins wrote:
I’m from a close-knit family. My parents
instilled Christian values in me. They taught
Sunday school, and I enjoyed lending a hand. I
take the teachings of Jesus seriously, particularly
the ones that touch on tolerance and
understanding. On family trips, my parents made
a point to expose us to new things, religious and
cultural. In Utah, we visited the Mormon Salt
Lake Temple. In Atlanta, the house of Martin
Luther King Jr. That early exposure to otherness
made me the guy who accepts everyone
unconditionally.”
While everybody is “coming out” Chris
Broussard is “going in”! This is how we engage
culture, we speak the TRUTH. Please pray for

Broussard and his family! (Ex Times, April 29,
2013).
COMMENT: Proverbs 6:16-19 tells us, “There
are six things the LORD hates, seven that are
detestable to him: haughty eyes, a lying tongue,
hands that shed innocent blood, a heart that
devises wicked schemes, feet that are quick to
rush into evil, a false witness who pours out lies
and a man who stirs up dissension among
brothers.” Notice that homosexuality does not
make this list. It would be more biblical to
promote phrases such as “God hates liars” and
“God hates murderers.” In fact, the Bible
nowhere directly states that God hates
homosexuals.
However, that does not mean that the Bible
approves of homosexuality.
The Bible, the Word of the living God and our
Creator, consistently tells us that homosexuality
is a sin. Sodom and Gomorrah were punished
with a fiery destruction because of this rampant
sin (see Genesis 19:1-13). God’s Law, the
Torah, states: “You shall not lie with a male as
with a woman; it is an ABOMINATION”
Leviticus 18:22). The apostle Paul was inspired
by God to write in Romans 1:26-27: “For this
reason God gave them over to vile passions. For
even their women exchanged the natural use for
what is against nature. Likewise also the men,
leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in
their lust for one another, men with men
committing what is shameful and receiving in
themselves the penalty of their error [disease
such as AIDS] which was due.”
In 1 Corinthians 6:9-10, the apostle Paul declares
unequivocally, “Do you not know that the
unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God?
Do not be deceived. Neither fornicators, nor
idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals
[Greek, catamites, those submitting to homosexuals], nor sodomites [male homo-sexuals],
nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor
revilers, nor extortioners will inherit the
kingdom of God.”
Homosexuality is described as an abomination.
Romans 1:26-27 teaches explicitly that
homosexuality is a result of a continual rebellion
against God. When people continue in disbelief,
the Bible tells us that God “gives them over,”
allowing them to experience their sinful desires
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and the resulting consequences. First Corinthians
6:9 proclaims that homosexuals will not inherit
the kingdom of God. Homosexuality is immoral
and unnatural. It is a perversion of the “natural
order” and, more importantly, of God’s view of
sex and God’s laws concerning human sexuality.
This is serious. God means what He says. A
rebellious world ought to take note, and careful
heed, of these divine warnings.
As the apostle Jude wrote, “As Sodom and
Gomorrah, and the cities around them in a
similar manner to these [the rebellious angels],
having given themselves over to sexual
immorality and gone after strange flesh, are set
forth as an example, suffering the vengeance of
eternal fire” (Jude 7). The fire was “eternal” in
the sense that it eternally obliterated and totally
consumed to ashes those wretched cities noted
and infamous for their vile behavior.
With all that said, the Bible does not describe
homosexuality as a greater sin than any other.
All sin is offensive to God. Homosexuality is
just one of the many things listed in 1
Corinthians 6:9-10 that will keep a person from
the kingdom of God.
According to the Bible, God’s forgiveness is just
as available to a homosexual as it is to an
adulterer, idol worshipper, murderer, thief, etc.
God also promises the strength for victory over
sin, including the sin of homosexuality, to all
those who will believe in Jesus Christ for their
salvation and call upon God for spiritual help to
be overcomers (1 Corinthians 6:11; 2
Corinthians 5:17; Phil.2:12-13; 4:13).
While the Bible declares that God hates sin, and
all workers of iniquity (Psalm 5:5), the Bible
nowhere singles out homosexuals as special
objects of God’s hatred. He desires that all
mankind repent of their sinful ways and
shameful deeds and disobedient actions, and turn
to Him with thoroughly humbled and repentant
hearts and minds, like Job (Job 42:6) and David
(Psalm 51:1-2, 10-11).
God does not hate the sinner who is willing to
repent and change his evil ways. God declares:
“But if a wicked man turns from all his sins
which he has committed, keeps all My statutes,
and does what is lawful and right, he shall surely
live; he shall not die. None of the transgressions
which he has committed shall be remembered

against him; because of the righteousness which
he has done, he shall live. Do I have any
pleasure at all that the wicked should die? Says
the Lord GOD, and not that he should turn from
his ways and live?” (Ezek.18:21-23).
God’s Word thunders, “Repent, and turn from all
your transgressions, so that iniquity shall not be
your ruin.
Cast away from you all the
transgressions which you have committed, and
get yourselves a new heart and a new spirit. For
why should you die, O house of Israel? For I
have no pleasure in the death of one who dies,
says the Lord GOD. Therefore turn and live!”
(Ezek.18:30-32).
The simple truth is that God hates wickedness.
Homosexuality is a form of wickedness,
deviancy, and perversion. It is contrary to nature
and God’s laws ordained for our well-being and
success in life. Homosexuals, and all sinners,
would do well to learn this valuable lesson,
before it is too late, for the day of judgment is
truly drawing close..
The bottom line is, as we are told in the book of
Revelation, “But the cowardly, unbelieving,
abominable, murderers, sexually immoral,
sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars shall have their
part in the lake which burns with fire and
brimstone, which is the second death”
(Rev.21:8).
Seek God and His way NOW, and live the true
way of the abundant life!

Wounded Knee Remembered
December 29, 2012 marked the 122nd
Anniversary of the murder of 297 Sioux Indians
at Wounded Knee Creek on the Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation in South Dakota. These 297
people, in their winter camp, were murdered by
federal agents and members of the 7th Cavalry
who had come to confiscate their firearms “for
their own safety and protection”. The slaughter
began after the majority of the Sioux had
peacefully turned in their firearms. The Cavalry
began shooting, and managed to wipe out the
entire camp. Two hundred of the 297 victims
were women and children. About 40 members
of the 7th Cavalry were killed, but over half of
them were victims of fratricide from the
Hotchkiss guns of their overzealous comradesin-arms. Twenty members of the 7th Cavalry's
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death squad were deemed “National Heroes” and
were awarded the Medal of Honor for their acts
of ‘heroism’.
We hear very little of Wounded Knee today. It is
usually not mentioned in our history classes or
books. What little that does exist about
Wounded Knee is normally a sanitized “Official
Government Explanation”. And there are several
historically inaccurate depictions of the events
leading up to the massacre which appear in
movie scripts and are not the least bit
representative of the actual events that took place
that day.
Wounded Knee was among the first federally
backed gun confiscation attempts in United
States history. It ended in the senseless murder
of 297 people.
Before you jump on the emotionally charged
bandwagon for gun-control, take a moment to
reflect on the real purpose of the Second
Amendment, the right of the people to take up
arms in defense of themselves, their families, and
property in the face of an invading army or an
oppressive government. The argument that the
Second Amendment only applies to hunting and
target shooting is asinine. When the United
States Constitution was drafted, hunting was an
everyday chore carried out by men and women
to put meat on the table each night and target
shooting was an unheard of concept. Musket
balls were a precious commodity and were
certainly not wasted on target shooting. The
Second Amendment was written by people who
fled oppressive and tyrannical regimes in Europe
and it refers to the right of American citizens to
be armed, should such tyranny arise in the
United States.
As time goes forward, the average citizen in the
United States continually loses little chunks of
personal freedom or “liberty”. Far too many
times, unjust gun control bills were passed and
signed into law under the guise of “for your
safety or protection”. The Patriot Act signed
into law by G.W. Bush, was expanded and
continues under Barack Obama. It is just one of
many examples of American citizens being
stripped of their rights and privacy. Now, the
Right to Keep and Bear Arms is on the table and
will most likely be attacked to facilitate the path
for the removal of our firearms, all in the name
of safety.

Before we blindly accept whatever new firearms
legislation that is about to be doled out, we
should stop and think about something for just
one minute.. Evil does exist in our world. It
always has and always will. Throughout history
evil people have committed evil acts. In the
Bible one of the first stories is that of Cain
killing Abel. We cannot legislate evil into
extinction. Good people will abide by the law
and the criminal element will not.
Evil exists all around us, but looking back at the
historical record of the past 200 years, across the
globe, evil and malevolence is most often found
in the hands of those with the power, the
governments. That greatest human tragedies on
record and the largest loss of innocent human life
can be attributed to governments. Who do the
governments always target? Scapegoats and
enemies within their own border, but only after
they have been disarmed to the point where they
are no longer a threat. Ask any Native
American, and they will tell you it was inferior
technology and lack of arms that contributed to
their demise. Ask any Armenian why it was so
easy for the Turks to exterminate millions of
them and they will answer “We were disarmed
before it happened”. Ask any Jew what Hitler’s
first step prior to the mass murders of the
Holocaust was. The confiscation of firearms
from the people.
Wounded Knee is the prime example of why the
Second Amendment exists and why we should
vehemently resist any attempts to infringe on our
Rights to Bear Arms. Without the Second
Amendment we will be stripped of any ability to
defend ourselves.
According to the left wing zealots we have in
politics....... We're not supposed to judge all
Muslims by the acts of a few "crazies". But the
acts of a few American crazies is enough to
judge all Americans who own guns! (

Shocking Report on Benghazi
The U.S. government had the ability to “react
and respond” to the Benghazi terrorist attack and
could have had forces on the ground before the
second wave of the assault began, a special
operator with knowledge of the response told
Fox News in an exclusive interview. Due to the
explosive nature of his allegations, the special
ops member asked to remain anonymous.
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“I know for a fact that C 110, the EUCOM CIF,
was doing a training exercise, not in the region
of northern Africa, but in Europe. And they had
the ability to react and respond,” he told Fox
News.
The C 110 is a 40-man Special Ops force capable
of rapid response and deployment, a group
trained specifically for an event like the
Benghazi attack, Fox News reports. The unit was
training in Croatia on Sept. 11, 2012, just 3.5
hours away from Benghazi.
“They would have been there before the second
attack,” the anonymous special operator said.
“They would have been there at a minimum to
provide a quick reaction force that could
facilitate their exfil out of the problem situation.”
He continued: “Nobody knew how it was going
to develop, and you hear a whole bunch of
people and a whole bunch of advisors say, ‘Hey,
we wouldn’t have sent them there because the
security was unknown situation.’ If it’s an
unknown situation, at a minimum you send
forces there to facilitate the exfil or medical
injuries. We could have sent a C 130 to Benghazi
to provide medical evacuation for the injured.”
The special operator said there are members of
special ops and other officials who are still active
and involved in the situation. “They would be
decapitated if they came forward with
information that could affect high-level
commanders,” he added.
While he says he doesn’t “blame them for not
coming forward,” the special operator said
members of the community feel betrayed and
believe the betrayal goes all the way to the top.
Further, the Special Ops community feels like
the Americans in Benghazi were left to fend for
themselves.
The White House has said from the beginning
that there were no forces available to assist
Americans in Benghazi on Sept. 11. Four
Americans were killed in the attack on the U.S.
compound, including U.S. Ambassador Chris
Stevens, State Department worker Sean Smith
and former U.S. Navy SEALs Tyrone Woods
and Glen Doherty.

Boston Bombing and Government
Lies and Cover-Up
The Saudi Arabian “person of interest” who was
hospitalized with serious injuries and then held
under guard at a hospital because he was
suspected of playing a part in the Boston Marathon bombing is just a college student who
happened to be enjoying the annual spectacle.
Two Chechnyan brothers — one a naturalized
U.S. citizen — who heretofore were unknown to
the U.S. security apparatus, became radicalized
for unknown reasons. Using instructions found
online, they fabricated bombs using kitchen
utensils, hardware junk and fireworks, concealed
them in a backpack and duffle bag and detonated
them near the finish line of the race.
Days later, after the FBI solicited the help of the
public in identifying two men in grainy video
images, the two Chechnyan brothers came out of
hiding, killed an MIT police officer in cold blood
in an effort to steal his sidearm, car jacked an
Asian man, drove to a convenience store and
robbed it, then engaged in a firefight with police.
The two men were armed with a small arsenal of
five pipe bombs, an M-4 carbine, two handguns
and a BB gun. They planned to kill as many
people as they could and then, depending on who
is talking, blow up New York or party there,
authorities said.
During the early morning hours of Friday, April
19, the two men battled with police, exchanging
gunfire and exploding at least one of their
bombs. At least 200 rounds were fired by the
cops. The suspects fired back 80 or more at
police. The older brother, identified as Tamerlan
Tsarnaev, was apprehended when he ran toward
police while firing his weapon. Tamerlan was on
the ground being handcuffed by police when
younger brother Dzhokhar — by all accounts of
friends a nice and friendly guy who had never
expressed jihadist opinions — drove over him in
a stolen SUV, dragging the body at least 30 feet
before it became disentangled from the vehicle’s
undercarriage.
This violent exchange, in which police believe
they wounded Dzhokhar, led to a voluntary
lockdown of the town of Watertown, part of
greater Boston. Residents and business owners
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were encouraged but not forced to stay inside all
of Friday while police, FBI and National Guard
troops and equipment scoured the neighborhood
for the criminal terrorist. Police tactical units,
armed in full SWAT or military gear conducted
house-to-house searches, asking people to exit
their homes at gunpoint, strongly encouraging
them (with threats) to raise their hands (even if
they were of different sex, race and age of the
known suspect) and be frisked.
The suspect was finally located hiding in a boat
in a Watertown backyard by the boat’s owner,
who had noticed the tarp covering the boat was
loose. Peering beneath the tarp, the homeowner
saw the suspect, bleeding and asleep or
unconscious, and called police.
Well-armed and fitted with an explosive vest, the
suspect posed grave risk to law enforcement. So
they surrounded the area, engaged in another
firefight with him and finally apprehended him.
Having been injured in the throat, the suspect is
unable to talk, but he did manage to confess to
the plot before being read his Miranda rights by a
Boston judge.
As best I can tell, this is the official narrative of
the Boston Marathon bombing. It is the story the
FBI and the rest of government wants you to
believe. Because it’s coming from the FBI and
being parroted by the government propaganda
machine mainstream media, it must be the truth.
The masses have accepted it as such and have
now moved on to more important interests like
the NBA playoffs, the NFL draft, “American
Idol” or some other mindless, inconsequential
pursuit.
However, now we — at least those of us who
pay attention — know, thanks to Glenn Beck, the
Saudi person of interest is not just some innocent
bystander after all.
Just hours after the April 15 bombing, Abdul
Rahman Ali Alharbi was put on a terror watch
list and had an event file created that indicated he
was armed and dangerous; and actions began that
would lead to his deportation. Alharbi, who is
related to a number of terrorists now residing in
Gitmo and/or listed as part of al-Qaida, was
admitted to the United States under a “special
advisory opinion,” indicating someone pulled
some strings for him. His strings go a long way
— all the way to the White House, where

Alharbi was a frequent visitor (seven times since
2009). His file contained one prior event,
indicating he was already in the terrorism watch
list system. Yet even though he’s marked as a
terrorist, he was allowed in. Perhaps that
explains Michelle Obama’s hospital visit.
Alharbi and the Obamas are friends.
After news of his possible deportation leaked,
government officials backtracked. Homeland
Security Secretary Janet Napolitano refused to
answer questions from a Congressman about
Alharbi. An Immigration and Customs
Enforcement official told Beck a different Saudi
was in custody but not connected to the
bombing.
Someone altered Alharbi’s file on April 17 in a
way that disassociated him from the bombing,
according to Beck, but an original had been
printed out and saved. The change happened
around the time that first Secretary of State John
Kerry and then President Barack Obama met
with the Saudi foreign minister — a meeting that
wasn’t on Obama’s schedule.
There are photographs on the Internet that
purport to show Alharbi with two other Saudis
near the bomb site.
If the government will lie about who Alharbi is
and whether he is a suspect, what else about the
official narrative is a lie?
Despite initial claims by the FBI that included a
request to help identify the two men in the video,
the Tsarnaev brothers have been known to that
agency and the CIA for some time. According to
their mother, the FBI interviewed them five
years ago. The CIA was warned about Tamerlan
by Russian authorities almost two years ago. He
was on at least two terrorist watch lists. He was
flagged so that his travel outside the U.S. would
create an alert. They may have been so wellknown to the government security apparatus that
they were, in fact, double agents.
If the FBI will lie about knowing who the
suspects were, what other portions of the story
are false?
Police begin to look pretty incompetent if they
are having a shootout involving dozens of police
officers and just two suspects if the suspects
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escape, even if the suspects are armed with
several weapons. But now we know that the pair
did not have an arsenal, as first reported, but only
one Ruger 9 mm handgun.
If police will lie about the weapons the pair had
and what happened during the shootout, what
else are they lying about?
The doctor who first examined Tamerlan said the
suspect was in cardiac arrest when he was
brought to the emergency room. The doctor
described him as suffering from gunshot wounds
and a possible blast injury to the trunk that
included thermal burns. No mention was made of
injuries sustained from being run over by a car.
A witness to the shootout who took photographs
out his window said Dzhokhar drove through the
police barricade, striking two police cars as he
did. He did not mention Tamerlan being run
over.
If the police will lie about Tamerlan’s cause of
death, what else are they lying about?
Police fired dozens of rounds at the boat in
which Dzhokhar was hiding. He came out of the
boat with a wound to the throat. The MSM
reports it was a wound so serious it may leave
him unable to speak. It may have been a suicide
attempt, police say. Except, he wasn’t armed. He
didn’t have a suicide vest. USA Today says this
“undercuts initial accounts that the 19-year-old
university student was heavily armed, had shot at
police and possibly had an explosive device.”
And the wound was small and more like a knife
cut or a shrapnel wound, according to one of the
SWAT team members who arrested Dzhokhar.
And as Robert Wenzel notes, notice the reaction
of other SWAT members at about 4:50 on the
video as the man speaking describes the cut. Did
he deviate from the official narrative?
If police will lie about the weapons Dzhokhar
had and the extent of his injuries, how much of
the rest of the narrative is a lie?
As Jon Rappoport points out, the government’s
bomb narrative is fishy. The piece of metal that
was purported to be remains of a pressure cooker
bomb shows no evidence of having contained
shrapnel. The bomb blast was designed to stay
low, indicating a level of sophistication far above
reading a how-to article on an al-Qaida website.

Official information about Craft operatives who
were seen before the explosions, some of them
walking around with radiation detectors, is
likewise questionable, not that the MSM and
their mindless watchers are questioning it.
Runners report seeing bomb-sniffing dogs being
used before the event and being told a drill was
being conducted. Boston police claim there was
no drill. More lies!
The FBI claims it’s looking for other members of
the Tsarnaev’s terror cell. Massachusetts
Governor Deval Patrick insists they acted alone.
It can’t be both, but no one outside of alternative
media is asking which it is.
The FBI, the CIA and other non-government
organizations (NGOs) use patsies to stage terror
events. Even Obama mouthpiece The New York
Times has outed the FBI for staging terror attacks
so it could swoop in at the last minute and “save”
Americans from attacks that would not have
happened without FBI help. They have long been
known to lie to advance their agendas: Aurora,
Colo.; Newtown; Waco; Ruby Ridge; Oklahoma
City; 9/11; Gulf of Tonkin; USS Liberty — the
“official” stories on all these are lies.
Yet the people take what government says as
gospel and move on. Normalcy bias, or perhaps
psychosis, keeps them asleep and happy and
thinking there is a government intending to keep
them safe. That way, they’re not distracted from
their television shows, their iPads or their
sporting
events.
((“Boston
and
More
Government Lies,” Personalliberty.com, Bob
Livingston, April 29, 2013).

The Obama Crime “Family”
Can you guess who is the deadliest crime family
in our country’s history? If you guessed the
Gambinos, you’re wrong. It’s the Obama crime
family. The Obama gang is killing jobs,
strangling business, intimidating opponents,
making the energy industry “sleep with the
fishes” and wiping out the middle class.
Don Obama and his cronies are very much like
the Gambino crime family — except the
Gambinos were nicer. You see, the mafia almost
never goes after “civilians.” They only
intimidate, extort and kill other mobsters or
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“associates” active in the insular criminal world.
If only Obama was that discriminating!
The Obama crime family goes after every
taxpayer in America. Obama desperately needs
your money, and he’ll stop at nothing to
confiscate it. Whether it’s raising income taxes,
payroll taxes, Obamacare taxes, online sales
taxes or taking away exemptions and deductions,
he’ll find a new and creative way to claim your
money as his money.
How does Obama steal your money? Let me
share a few highlights of Don Obama’s larceny
in action.
First: through massive taxation and redistribution
of wealth. Don Obama targets, hunts, demonizes,
intimidates and punishes his best customers
(business owners and high-income taxpayers).
Even the Gambinos treated their best customers
better than this.
But taxation is only the tip of the iceberg for the
Obama crime family. They can rob widows and
orphans blind without ever touching their income
or bank accounts. The Obama crime family’s
weapon of choice is the Federal Reserve. If Don
Obama can’t get his hands on your money, he
merely orders the Fed to print trillions in new
dollars. That makes your life savings worthless.
It threatens your retirement. It even threatens the
financial future of your children and
grandchildren.
All of those trillions of fake dollars printed by
the Fed need to be repaid by future generations.
That “Obama money” that props up the stock
market — and pays for “free” Obama phones
and “free” healthcare — isn’t actually “free.” It’s
debt, and it all must be repaid by your kids.
Don Obama is a genius. He has enslaved your
heirs to a life of misery, unimaginable debt and
excessive taxation — even though some aren’t
even born yet. That qualifies Don Obama as the
meanest, most dastardly gangster who ever lived.
No wonder babies cry upon taking their first
breath. At the moment of birth, they owe more
than $300,000.
This Don Obama is one bad-ass killer. Just last
month, 660,000 Americans left the workforce. In
one month! There are now 90 million able-

bodied, working-age Americans no longer
working. That’s almost one-third of the
country’s
population.
The
workforce
participation rate is the lowest since 1979. For
men, it’s the lowest since 1948. Don Obama has
killed so many jobs that he should be on top of
the FBI’s Most Wanted list.
But Don Obama also kills spirit. He overwhelms
business owners with so many taxes and
regulations that they live in despair and
depression. Don Obama is a ruthless enforcer.
He created 6,118 new government regulations in
just the first 90 days of 2013. He is snuffing out
the economy like a hit man.
Even worse, he is like a Gambino drug dealer.
Except Don Obama’s drug of choice is
entitlements. He has addicted the whole country
to
welfare,
food
stamps,
disability,
unemployment, free meals at school, housing
allowances and free healthcare. He’s turned
almost the whole population into addicts with
their hands out, waiting for their “Obama
money.” Even the Gambinos could never destroy
the moral fabric of the whole country. Take
notes, Mr. Gambino; this Don Obama is good.
But intimidation is Don Obama’s real calling
card. Internal Revenue Service audits are up
dramatically — specifically on small-business
owners. Why? As bank robber extraordinaire
Dillinger said, “That’s where the money is.”
Obama smells money, and he must grab every
last nickel. Even the Gambinos left a taste on the
table. Not Obama. What’s yours is his.
As a bonus, since business owners write most of
the checks for Republican candidates and
conservative causes, Don Obama is slowly
bankrupting his political opposition.
Then there’s the intimidation against “ratings
agencies.” Standard & Poor’s downgraded the
debt of America under Obama — for the first
time in history. So guess what happened to poor
Standard & Poors? A government indictment. Next, Egan-Jones downgraded America’s
debt- twice. Can you guess what soon followed?
A government indictment. Egan-Jones was
recently sentenced with a big fine and banned
from telling the truth about America’s finances
for 18 months.
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Were these indictments a coincidence? No more
than if a business owner stops paying kickbacks
to the mafia and suddenly winds up firebombed.
These were messages — messages you can’t
ignore (like a dead fish at your front door).
Then there’s Obamacare. The IRS predicts the
typical family will soon pay $20,000 per year for
healthcare. Since no one in this Obamageddon
economy has $20,000 to spare, Don Obama will
turn us all into wards of the state, dependent on
government to pay for our healthcare.
But Don Obama saves his real mafia tactics for
the energy industry. He despises oil, coal,
nuclear and fracking. A true Marxist, Obama
wants energy bills to go through the roof, so that
we all need government handouts to survive. So
he uses every trick in his book to destroy the
energy producers — from Environmental
Protection Agency regulations to executive
orders. A Federal court recently threw out an
Obama biofuel tax on the energy industry. It was
quite simply unConstitutional. How did Obama
respond? He doubled the tax. Don Obama takes
killing to a whole new level.
Looking for the villain in America today? Look
no further than the man ruining our economy and
killing our country. The Obama crime family is
in a league of its own.
My apologies for insulting the Gambinos by
comparison. (Wayne Allyn Root, Personal
Liberty, Personalliberty.com, “What Barack
Obama has in Common with the Gambino Crime
Family,”, May 2, 2013).

Obama’s Biggest Lie of All
Benghazi, Libya, may be HIlary Clinton's
undoing.
Will we ever get all of the truth about the false
explanations and misdirection from the
Administration of President Barack Obama after
the terrorist assaults on our consulate in
Benghazi, Libya, on Sept. 11?
Probably not. But we’ve gotten a lot closer in the
past few days, thanks to three courageous State
Department employees who refused to be part of
a cover-up and a House committee that dug long
and hard to get more of the truth.

It’s too soon to know what all of the
consequences of Wednesday’s hearings by the
House Oversight and Government Reform
committee will be. One popular White House
critic was probably way too optimistic when he
predicted that the revelations could bring down
Obama’s Presidency.
But on the bright side, I don’t think it’s a stretch
to say that this story could end any hopes Hillary
Clinton had of being elected President in 2016.
More on this in a moment.
Whatever happens next, it is now indisputably
clear that the murder of Ambassador Chris
Stephens and three other Americans was planned
by an al-Qaida affiliate in Libya. The CIA knew
it — and told Washington. Our staff in Libya
knew it — and told their superiors. Top Libyan
officials knew it — and repeatedly said so.
So why was any reference to terrorism or alQaida carefully and deliberately removed from
the “talking points” handed to our U.N.
Ambassador, Susan Rice, before she made the
rounds of the TV talk shows the Sunday
following the attacks?
About that, we can only speculate. Because no
one in authority in Obama’s White House and
what was Clinton’s State Department will fess
up.
Are you really surprised?
It was deeply moving to listen to the three State
Department veterans who had the guts to come
forward and testify on Wednesday. I was
especially impressed by Gregory Hicks, the
former deputy chief of mission/charge d’affairs
in Libya. He was in Tripoli, a two-hour flight
from Benghazi, when Stevens called to tell him,
“Greg, we’re under attack.”
Hicks told the committee that none of his efforts
to get military assistance for the beleaguered
Americans in Benghazi was successful. He
revealed that a Special Operations team in
Tripoli was ordered to “stand down” and not fly
to Benghazi. The officer in charge of the team
told Hicks, “I have never been so embarrassed in
my life that a State Department officer has
bigger balls than somebody in the military.”
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Hicks said he was absolutely “dumbfounded”
when he heard that an obscure anti-Islamic video
was being blamed for turning a group of
demonstrators into a murderous mob. “I was
stunned. My jaw dropped, and I was
embarrassed,” Hicks told the committee. He
knew it wasn’t true. But that was the
Administration’s story; and, by golly, they were
going to stick with it.

Huckabee is probably overstating the case. It’s
certainly true that seemingly minor incidents can
have enormous consequences. Who could have
imagined at the time that an amateurish burglary
of a Democratic Party office in the Watergate
complex in Washington would ultimately force
Richard Nixon to resign his Presidency? Or that
a sexual escapade with an intern would lead to
Bill Clinton’s impeachment?

Representative Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), the
chairman of the House Oversight and
Government Reform Committee, no doubt
engaged in a bit of hyperbole when he told Sean
Hannity before the hearings began that his
committee would force the Administration to
come clean about “the biggest lie of all.” Issa
said:

Huckabee is not alone in warning how serious
the consequences of Benghazi could be. John
Bolton, our ambassador to the United Nations
under George W. Bush, said that the growing
scandal could lead to the “unraveling” of the
Obama Administration. “This could be a hinge
point for the Obama Administration,” Bolton
declared. “It’s that serious for them.”

The Administration has made a claim that for
classified reasons they changed the story. We
believe right now that may be the biggest lie of
all, and we intend on making the president come
clean as to, quote, ‘what the classified reasons
are that would justify lying to the American
people.’

We’ll see.

Gripping as the day-long hearings were, of
course they didn’t force Obama or anyone in his
Administration to “come clean” about the
attempted cover-up. That was too much to hope
for.
Still, at least one prominent critic believes that
the Administration’s deceit about Benghazi
could spell the end of Obama’s Presidency.
Former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee
didn’t mince words on his radio show earlier this
week. “When a president lies to the American
people and is part of a cover-up,” the one-time
Republican Presidential candidate declared, “he
cannot continue to govern.”
Did Huckabee really mean to suggest that
Obama could be impeached over the attacks that
led to the deaths of Stephens and three other
Americans? It sure sounded like it. How else
could you interpret comments like these: “As the
facts come out, I think we’re going to see
something startling. And before it’s over, I don’t
think this president will finish his term unless
somehow they can delay it in Congress past the
next 3 ½ years.”

While it’s too soon to declare that our lame-duck
President is a dead duck politically, I think it’s
very likely that the hearings and the attendant
publicity may have had a major unintended
consequence. They may have saved us from a
Clinton Presidency in 2016.
Remember when Clinton was finally well
enough to testify about the assault this past
January? She lost her cool (or at least pretended
to do so) during her interrogation by a Senate
committee. She was almost yelling when she
lashed out at Senator Roy Johnson (R-Wis.),
saying, “With all due respect, the fact is we had
four dead Americans. Was it because of a protest
or was it because of guys out for a walk one
night decided to go kill some Americans? What
difference at this point does it make?”
Actually, Madame Secretary, you knew very
well that the murders occurred, not because of a
protest that got out of hand or because some
“guys out for a walk one night decided to go kill
some Americans.” The assault on our consulate
was planned by an al-Qaida affiliate to coincide
with the anniversary of 9/11 — and there were
plenty of people who knew it.
We still don’t have “the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth” about the events in
Benghazi on Sept. 11, or about the lies and
obfuscations that that started in Washington,
D.C., almost immediately thereafter.
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But we do know that Clinton was part of the
effort to stonewall us. And I think enough voters
will remember this in 2016 to deny her what she
wants more than anything else: the keys to the
White House. (Chip Wood, personalliberty.com,
June 10, 2013).
COMMENT: Personally, I believe the American
people have become so jaded, so obsessed with
sports and amusements, that events in Benghazi
take a distinct “back seat” to ordinary living, and
few want to be “bothered” with the truth. The
truth is too unpleasant, too indigestible, too
horrendous to even consider the consequences of
how we have been duped, deceived, and
scornfully left in the dark by imperious and highhanded political gamesters and criminals.
It will all be forgotten in the stream of events
rapidly spilling over into our lives and other
more “immediate” concerns.
Benghazi, no
matter how revealing and how horrible a travesty
it was, was a mere blip on the radar screen and
will be lost in the shuffle of cascading world
events soon to overpower mankind. Hillary
Clinton could very well be the next U.S.
President, while Obama becomes the New World
President of a rebellious, fractious, dumbeddown mankind. The “Beast” prophesied in the
book of Revelation and the “King of the North”
prophesied in Daniel and “the Assyrian”
prophesied by Isaiah. We will soon – very soon
– see it all with our own eyes!

Obama’s Ponzi Scheme Masked Great
Depression – What a Trick!
At this moment, despite the lies and distortions
you hear from the Barack Obama-adoring
mainstream media, we are experiencing an
Obama Great Depression to rival anything we
experienced in 1929. But the truth is being
covered up by an ever-rising stock market (that
is completely disconnected from the economy)
and a country awash in “Obama money.”
The Kool-Aid-drinking media is shocked by
hundreds of hard facts I’ve put together proving
we are in a Great Depression. They ask me:
“Well then, why is the stock market doing so
well? Why are there no bread lines or tent cities
like 1929?”

The answer is simple: Big-government spending
on an unimaginable scale masks the true picture
of our economy. What you’re seeing is a fraud:
the biggest Ponzi scheme in world history. There
would certainly be bread lines and tent cities, if
government wasn’t handing out billions of
dollars in checks, paid for by the Federal Reserve
printing trillions in fake dollars.
You’ve seen the numbers. Obama is the biggest
spender in world history, adding $6 trillion to the
debt in only four years. Where do you think that
money is going? To all-time record numbers of
Americans on food stamps, disability, welfare
and unemployment benefits. Now, of course,
we’re embarking on free healthcare for 40
million new patients, with money we don’t have
(and no new doctors to treat them).
And just to be certain that the U.S. economy is
completely destroyed, now for good measure we
want to legalize 12 million illegal aliens, giving
them access to more than $9 trillion in
entitlements. Makes sense, doesn’t it?
The government is borrowing 46 cents for every
dollar it spends. It’s all crazy… literally. We
have borrowed from China to pay entitlement
checks to Americans who no longer feel it pays
to go to work, and to hand out billions of dollars
in foreign aid to countries that hate us and
support terrorism.
All of this while the Fed is running the printing
presses day and night to fund its weapon of mass
distraction: Wall Street. As long as the stock
market is up, the lapdog media can report the
economy is “in recovery.”
The plan is brilliant. You’d almost think Obama
is relying on Bernie Madoff as his chief
economic consultant — except even Madoff
wouldn’t have the cajónes to pull off this scam.
Obama has succeeded in turning Wall Street into
a rigged craps game. The government is
guaranteeing the results. Obama demands the
Fed hands out $85 billion of fake money each
and every month and drops it onto the plates of
the richest publicly traded companies. This
guarantees the stock market goes up while their
CEOs get filthy rich with rising stock options,
which guarantees banks, Wall Street and
billionaires like Warren Buffett continue to
support Obama.
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Meanwhile, on Main Street the real economy is
dying. There are no jobs. There is no recovery.
Ninety million able-bodied, working-age
Americans are not working. The workforce
participation rate is setting all-time records for
futility. U.S. worker hours are down and U.S.
worker salaries are stagnating, while our cost of
living is skyrocketing. Recent college grads are
drowning in debt, with record levels of student
loan default and post-college-graduation
unemployment. Older Americans are dipping
into their retirement savings in record numbers;
16.4 million Americans live in poverty in the
suburbs; and almost 50 percent of Americans
have less than $500 in savings.
The middle class is being systematically
destroyed. Wiped out. Left with the short end of
the stick. The real economy on Main Street is
dying. And worst of all, our children and
grandchildren will get the bill. This $85 billion
per month being used to fraudulently prop up the
stock market is all debt being piled onto future
generations.
Then there’s Part II of this Obama Ponzi scheme.
Separate from the Fed’s $85 billion per month of
fake money is the government spending scheme.
Obama has handed out billions of dollars in
stimulus, bailouts, green energy investments and
government contracts to the biggest publicly
traded companies, the most corrupt unions and
the most connected Democratic contributors. But
none of the benefit goes to small business or the
middle class that is stuck paying the bill.
Government deficit spending with money we
don’t have is now paying for everything, at every
level. It’s all to hide the reality that we are living
in an Obama Great Depression. There are no
bread lines or tent cities because we’re all living
on the government dole, paid for with debt.
Fraud on a massive scale. The greatest Ponzi
scheme in world history.
Housing allowances and food stamps prevent
bread lines and tent cities.
Free breakfasts and lunches at school make it
seem like children aren’t going hungry.
Earned income tax credits are handed out to
millions of lower-income Americans (including
illegal aliens) who pay no taxes in the first place.

At the same time, government keeps interest
rates artificially low to pump up home and car
sales — and to keep the interest on the national
debt from eating up the entire budget.
And if record low interest rates aren’t enough,
government purchases of GM cars are up 79
percent. The government is artificially propping
up GM with your tax dollars. It’s all a scam.
Take away all this spending and printing by
government, and it would look exactly like 1929.
We are in an Obama Great Depression masked
by government spending and debt that didn’t
exist during the first Great Depression. The true
extent of this economic Armageddon is being
hidden, disguised and propped up with
government spending, programs and Fed printing
never imagined in the 1930s.
What’s the end game? First, all this spending and
printing is to prevent economic collapse and total
panic. Second, it’s to achieve the Marxist dream:
redistribution of wealth to Obama’s voters and
contributors. Third (and this is the big one), it’s
to create a two-class society.
Karl Marx hated the middle class. He felt they
needed to be eliminated to create equality,
fairness and social justice (i.e., shared misery).
Will people be hurt? Sure, they’ll lose their jobs
and homes. But to Marxists, the end justifies the
means. Obama needs a two-class society to make
his plan work; the two classes are the super rich
and the poor. The key is both are dependent on
government to survive.
The super rich love crony capitalism — with
Obama handing out stimulus, Fed printing and
government contracts like candy. That’s how the
super rich and politically connected stay rich and
get richer. The rest of us will be poor, which
makes us dependent on Obama for government
checks to survive. Government will pay for our
lives from cradle to grave, while confiscating
most of our income.
This is a Ponzi scheme that even Madoff could
never have imagined. (Wayne Allyn Root,
personalliberty.com, May 9, 2013).
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Holy Days for the Year

2013
AUTUMN FESTIVALS
New Moon Sighting (very likely)
Feast of Trumpets
Day of Atonement
First Day Feast of Tabernacles
Hoshana Rabbah
Shemini Atzeret

Tishri 1
Tishri 10
Tishri 15
Tishri 21
Tishri 22

Eve, Saturday, September 7
Sunday, September 8
Tuesday, September 17
Sunday, September 22
Saturday, September 28
Sunday, September 29

The Tishri New Moon first appears on Saturday 7th of September 2013 between 12:54
and 19:55 provided that it is not cloudy. It is NOT DIFFICULT TO SEE, ease of
visibility is 1.0. Probability of visibility, 90% of testimony 98%. Therefore the fall
festival dates should be certain.
The “fixed” Jewish calendar does not sight the new moons, but goes by an ancient
mathematical-astronomical formula to determine new moon sighting accuracy. It was
used by the ancient Jewish authorities to prove the reliability of new moon witnesses who
said they saw the new moon. If their testimony was contrary to the math, then their
witness was thrown out. The math was a back-up system to validate the likelihood of a
witness being in the ball park or reliable,, to avoid fraud, disinformation, and error.
For more information, write for our book God’s True Calendar Revealed. It is free of
charge and proves conclusively which calendar is God’s inspired calendar.

Feast of Tabernacles
Join us for the Feast of Tabeernacles this year in Omak, Washington. Feast
Address: 141 Johnson Creek Road. Camping available. Many motels to select
from. Services will be held daily throughout the Feast. The afternoon meal will be
held together, family style. Besides the regular spiritual feast, we will have the
sukkah dwelling experience, lulav waving and praising God, and informal Bible
Studies, fellowship, and beautiful music. Join us for a wonderful, uplifting spiritual
experience of a lifetime. Contact us at 509-826-7997 for reservations and
information. Or email us at triumphpro@aol.com.
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The Perilous State of the
Nation
Benghazi Gate, IRS Gate, Media-Gate –the Obama Big Brother
is watching you, and surveillance of your every phone call, email,
and form of communication. The scandal plagued Obama White
House has no shame and the Mafia “code of silence” is in effect
to silence would-be whistleblowers. How far have we sunk as
a nation? What does the future hold?
William F. Dankenbring
“Mene, mene, tekel upharsin,” the mysterious handwriting said on the wall of the
palace, inscribed by an unhuman hand. It baffled the king, and stymied all his advisors
and confidants and all the political experts. But Daniel, a Hebrew prophet, could read it.
He interpreted it, saying, “This is what these words mean:
“Menes: God has numbered the days of your reign and brought it to an end.
“Tekel: You have been weighed on the scales and found wanting.
“Peres: Your kingdom is divided and given to the Medes and Persians”
(Dan.5:26-28).
This was the divine message given to king Belshazzar of ancient Babylon. That
very night the armies of his enemies attacked, overran Babylon, and his kingdom ended
in a maelstrom of violence and catastrophe.
The parallels between ancient Babylon and the United States of America, today,
are staggering – mind-blowing. Like ancient Babylon, our nation is filled with idols,
idolatry, and wickedness. Like Babylon, America is the “master of the world,” the
dominant kingdom in the earth. Obama, like Belshazzar, worships the gods of gold and
silver, pretends to be a Christian, but in his heart worships alien gods, including Allah,
the god of the Muslims, the ancient Saudi moon god. At heart he is a pagan – one who
denies and decries Christianity and persecutes evangelical Christian churches. At heart,
he is anti-Jewish and an anti-Semite and plots against Israel while pretending to befriend
them and be their “ally.”
What are the facts?
Modern Ephraim
Bible prophecy indicates that America – the modern nation of Ephraim, the
youngest son of the patriarch Joseph, is due to face a reckoning. Isaiah the prophet
declares 800 years before Christ, speaking prophetically of Ephraim in the “last days,”
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that “Aram (Syria) has allied itself with Ephraim” (Isa.7:2). Presently, the U.S. is
supporting the Muslims fighting against Assad, President of Syria, Obama has
allied himself with them. Prophecy indicates together they will turn against the Jews, the
state of Israel. God warns Israel, “Aram, Ephraim . . . have plotted your ruin, saying,
‘Let us invade Judah; let us tear it apart and divide it among ourselves’” (v.5). Syria
seeks to regain the Golan heights from Israel.
But what will come from this future plot? “It will not take place, it will not
happen . . . Within 65 years Ephraim will be too shattered to be a people . . . If you do not
stand firm in your faith, you will not stand at all” (Isa.7:7-9, NIV).
The modern state of Israel was born in 1948, May 14, precisely 65 years ago!
Does this prophecy mean that America is nearing the END of its tenure as the
head of the nations? Has America fallen, been betrayed by its enemies, taken over by
“strangers,” and socialist politicians “sold us out”?
What has happened to our once beloved country, the fairest of them all, the
golden crown of the nations, the citadel of liberty and the pursuit of happiness?
According to the prophecy, America is in its final year before ruin and shattering
of its power come upon her!
Continuing in the same vein, Isaiah continues, “See, Damascus will no longer be a
city but will become a heap of ruins . . . The fortified city will disappear from Ephraim,
and royal power from Damascus” (Isa.17:1-3). God continues, “In that day the glory of
Jacob will fade; the fat of his body will waste away” (v.4).
How bad will it become? “In that day their strong cities . . . will be like places
abandoned to thickets and undergrowth. And all will be desolation” (v.9).
Will destruction and devastation strike America, and her allies, including Great
Britain, this very year? The pot is boiling in the Middle East. Syria is torn with Civil
War, China is in upheaval. Russia is frothing at the mouth. Iran is bellicose as usual.
North Korea threatens the U.S. with a nuclear attack. The world is in a state of
instability, crisis, and foment, and agitation, such as the world has never before seen or
experienced. Everyone is waiting for the hammer to fall, for the Damocles sword to
strike. It is only a matter of time.
Why are these things coming upon us, soon to overwhelm and submerge us in
crisis after crisis?
The “Sin” Crisis
Our mounting national sins, is the answer. They have reached the tipping point.
They have filled up the cup of our pollution. Our iniquity, like that of the ancient
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Amorites, “is full.” When that happens, God punishes His people when they turn
their backs on Him.
The story of the book of Judges in the Old Testament is the story of what happens
when a people or a nation forsake the way of God. It is the story of those who did what
seemed right in their own eyes. “In those days Israel had no king; everyone did as he saw
fit” (Judges 21:25).
Time after time, the Israelites turn from God, and were delivered up to their
enemies and captured and enslaved. They repented, time after time, and God relented
and restored them, only for them to rebel again, and suffer the same penalty again and
again. God changes not (Mal.3:6). He is the same today and forever. He will always
punish the wicked. Wicked nations will always be turned into “hell,” until they repent of
all their iniquities and transgressions.
God looks upon us, as a nation, and says, “These are rebellious people, deceitful
children, children unwilling to listen to the Lord’s instruction. They say to the seers, ‘See
no more visions!’ and to the prophets, ‘Give us no more visions of what is right! Tell us
pleasant things, prophesy illusions. Leave this way, get us off this path, and stop
confronting us with the Holy One of Israel!’” (Isa.30:9-11, NIV)
How have we gone astray?
The Escalating Crisis
The body of a nation dies when it gets so congested that it can’t live. It seems that
a full measure of corruption must implode a nation before it can begin anew.
Most Americans today are still living in dreamland. They are totally oblivious to
what is happening around them. Most people cannot imagine that the United States is in a
state of economic and social collapse, even though the signs and indicators are
everywhere. Red flags are flying violently in the wind everywhere. Indeed, the
handwriting is on the wall for our once great nation which has lost its way!
Where and what is the rot in America? One of the signs of demise is the
consistent ongoing devaluation of the U.S. dollar by the U.S. government. Says Bob
Livingston of Personal Liberty, “This is economic warfare against the American middle
class and all producers of wealth and savings. If this were the work of a foreign enemy,
all-out military mobilization would be a full national effort.
“Devaluation of the currency is a concept of subtle theft. It is stealth transfer of
wealth without violent conflict.
“The elite moneychangers can take money (purchasing power) right out of your
pocket simply by printing new money. New money dilutes old money toward
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worthlessness. New money in circulation, either digital or printed, is evidence of
government theft.
“Can anyone imagine how much theft and impoverishment is going on with the
trillions of dollars’ worth of new money created under the aegis of quantitative easing?
The bank robbers of old were at high risk. Now, it’s the banks and the government that
are robbing the people with no risk at all. All the robbing is done with the printing press.
“Thanks to Ben Bernanke’s shenanigans, stocks are up and housing prices are up,
but so is the price of food and energy. But rising stock and housing prices are good,
right? Not in the current climate, because it’s a false hope built on piles of newly printed
“dollars.” It’s cheap money, but it is an expensive proposition. It’s a bubble of titanic
proportions, and its collapse will make the bubbles of the past pale in comparison.
“There is a flood of money that is being pushed downstream. As Zerohedge
writes, we are in uncharted territory that cannot go on forever.
“The creation of money by the Fed, the ECB (European Central Bank) and
Japan’s central bank keeps raising the tide but like all tides when it reverses course if will
flow back out from the high water mark which has been created and with an equal force.
“The reversal will come from an event or from the moment that the central banks
reverse position or from the fall in the demand for goods and services as
consumers/investors have less money to buy things.
“The elite behind the scenes count on the ignorance of the American people, who
have been dumbed down with drugs, tobacco, alcohol, debauchery, national sports craze,
instant gratification, debt and no rule of law. There is no hope for them unless something
wakes them up!” So writes Bob Livingston, of Personal Liberty (June 3, 2013).
But even worse than that, American has forsaken her Christian heritage.
The Sinister Truth about Obama and Islam
Barack Obama declared, “Whatever we once were, we are no longer a Christian
nation.”
Who is President Barack Obama and what does he want? That he is an enigma is
indisputable.
The ultra-Left continues to see him as a transformative figure that will remake
America. His critics agree that Obama wants to change America, but not for the better. I
decided to find out by reading half a dozen books and taking notes over the past few
months.
The three books that are most compelling in their explanations of Obama are:
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• Richard Minter, Leading From Behind: The Reluctant President and the Advisors
Who Decide For Him.
• Edward Klein, The Amateur: Barack Obama in the White House.
• Bob Woodward, Obama Wars.
Minter’s credits include writing for The Wall Street Journal, Forbes and even the
left-leaning Newsweek. Klein was a former editor for Newsweek. And the venerable
Woodward was a key player that revealed Watergate when he was famously reporting for
The Washington Post and has been considered to be the political assassin of President
Richard Nixon.
These books contend Obama is a loner with few or no friends, has a messiah
complex and an unequalled ego. They state that beyond his troika – wife and First Lady
Michelle Obama, Senior Advisor to the President Valarie Jarrett and Attorney General
Eric H. Holder – Obama listens to nobody. More damning is both Minter and Klein
contend that the President and his gang of three are sympatico; that their AfricanAmerican heritage has made them and all blacks victims of the white establishment and
that they must change the United States with the redistribution of wealth, the Constitution
be damned.
In Leading From Behind, Minter writes:
(In college Obama had) a passion for civil rights, social justice, and radical politics…
(He) was developing a radical resume. He audited a class at Columbia University taught
by famed writer and Palestinian activist Edward Said, spoke at protests at Harvard Law
School, attended a church where the radical Israel sermons of Rev. Jeremiah Wright
echoed off the walls.

Is Obama a Muslim in Christian Clothing?
No one can forget the Reverend Wright and his “Goddamn the United States!”
outburst from the pulpit. But according to Klein, it wasn’t Wright who corrupted young
Obama. It was Obama who used Wright by cultivating a relationship for his own political
gain, namely to cover his Islamic beliefs.
Klein interviewed almost 200 people that have personally known the President,
including Rev. Wright. On page 40 of The Amateur is Klein’s interview with Wright, the
man Obama once said was, “like my father”:
“After Barack and I got to know each other, it got to the point where we would just drop
by my church to talk,” Wright said. “And the talk gradually moved away from his
community-organizing concerns — street cleaning, housing, child care, and those kinds
of needs — to larger things, more personal things. Like trying to make sense of the
world. Like trying to make sense out of the diverse racial and religious background from
which he came. He was confused. He wanted to know who he was.
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“And I told him, ‘Well, you already know the Muslim piece of your background.’” Wright
continued. “You studied Islam, didn’t you? And Barack said, ‘Yeah, Rev, I studied Islam.
But it helped me understand Christianity, because I already know Islam.’ And I said,
‘Well, let’s start from the beginning. Who do you say Jesus is? Let’s boil it down to the
basics.”
“Did you convert Obama from Islam to Christianity?” I asked Wright. “That’s hard to
tell,” Wright replied. “I think I convinced him that it is okay for him to make a choice in
terms of who he believed Jesus is. And I told him it was really okay and not a putdown of
the Muslim part of his family or his Muslim friends.”

This interview was not conducted by a conservative. These are not the words from
a book by Rush Limbaugh, Sarah Palin or the soon-to-be-a-retired-Congresswoman
Michele Bachmann. Klein is a seasoned newsman who freely admits that, like most of his
colleagues in the media, he was first blinded by the celebrity aura that is the substance of
Barack Obama. Nevertheless, linking the President to Islam is a serious charge. Yet
others see some truth in it.
It was reported last week that Virginia Republican nominee for Lieutenant
Governor E.W. Jackson wrote in a 2010 blog that Obama has “Muslim sensibilities” and
a “Muslim perspective” to view the world. He added that Obama has taken an antiSemitic approach to the White House that he “picked up from the black community.”
Obama refuses to use the words “extremist Muslims” or “Muslim Jihadists.” In
2009, Obama said it was “workplace violence” (I thought that was when you kicked over
the water-cooler at the office) when Nidal Hasan, the Fort Hood shooter and follower of
al-Qaida, shot and killed 13 military personnel while screaming “allahu akbar” (god is
great).
It is ridiculous, Washington Post columnist Charles Krauthammer told Fox News
in April, that the President refuses to use the words “jihadist” and “Islamist” to describe
the threat.
Krauthammer added: “I say I don’t know what he’s thinking, but I sure know
what he’s saying and doing. The lengths to which he will go to avoid telling us the truth
about the enemy is becoming comical and certainly embarrassing… (Obama) refuses to
use any words that might imply a connection between radical Islam and terrorism, which
anybody who is over the age of 9 knows is the single greatest cause of terror in the world
today.” (John Myers, Personal Liberty, June 8, 2013).
The Sinister Truth about Obama’s War on Christians
"Scandal." That one word pretty much summarizes the Obama administration’s
second term – from Benghazi-gate, to the IRS’s all-out war on hundreds of conservative
organizations, to the Justice Department’s "criminalization of journalism" through
targeting, harassing and seizing the records of news reporters and editors.
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And that’s in addition to the many other Obama scandals, from his illegally
waged war against Libya and his policy of targeted assassinations of Americans
(both designated by a bipartisan panel of constitutional experts as "clearly impeachable
offenses") to the Justice Department’s disastrous "Fast and Furious" gun-running
operation which resulted in at least 100 deaths – and countless other outrages.
Yet, the mother of all Obama scandals – indeed, the root of all the rest – receives
little attention from the press. In fact, most Americans have never even heard an explicit
reference to the primary scandal of the Obama administration.
As Whistleblower Editor David Kupelian says in the issue, headlined "OBAMA’S
WAR ON CHRISTIANS": “Just scratch a little below the surface of all the current
scandals, and the mother-lode comes fully into view."
"Take the IRS scandal. Who exactly are all these 500-plus ‘tea party,’ ‘patriot,’
‘conservative’ and ‘prolife’ groups being targeted by the revenue agency?" asks
Kupelian. "Who populates these organizations? What beliefs and values animate them?
By and large, they are Christians and Jews who strongly hold to a traditional, biblical,
Judeo-Christian worldview.”
Continues Kupelian: “Haven’t you wondered why the Obama Department of
Homeland Security warns law enforcement departments that the real ‘extremist’ threats
to America are from pro-lifers, patriots, constitutionalists, amnesty opponents, gun
enthusiasts and military veterans? Haven’t you scratched your head trying to figure out
why the U.S. military recently threatened to court-martial Christian service personnel just
for sharing their faith with others?
“The hard truth is: Barack Obama considers traditional, freedom-loving, centerright Christian America – not Marxism, not Islamism, not a toxic culture nor a stagnant
economy – to be his biggest enemy, his greatest obstacle to fundamentally transforming
America.”
Highlights of ““OBAMA’S WAR ON CHRISTIANS" include:
• “The biggest Obama scandal of all” by David Kupelian.
• “Banning Christianity from the armed forces” by Joseph Farah, who reports that
the U.S. military was recently advised that Christian believers are "monsters" who
"terrorize" others with their faith.
• “Under Obama, Christians and conservatives are ‘extremists’” by Bob Unruh,
on the current administration’s relentless demonization of opponents of abortion,
same-sex marriage and illegal immigration.
• “IRS targeting of conservatives continues” by Jerome R. Corsi, on the public
interest law firm that has now sued the revenue agency in federal court on behalf
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of 25 different organizations.
• “IRS demands Christian pro-lifers reveal ‘the content of their prayers’” – one of
the most outrageous abuses in an era of outrages.
• “Why Obama wars against Judeo-Christian America” by David Kupelian, an indepth and thought-provoking exploration of what’s really behind the neverending attacks on everything “decent” and “normal”.
• “Obamacare forcing Christian companies to provide abortion pill” by Bob
Unruh, showing how some of the Obama administration’s abuses are so egregious
that the judiciary is siding against them.
• “New class of people identified as IRS enemies” by Gina Loudon, on the
bizarre fact that families that adopt children are far more likely to be audited by
the IRS than “millionaires and billionaires.”
• “Warning from Canada: Orwellian future awaits U.S.” by Art Moore, who
documents how the lessons of 10 years of same-sex marriage in our neighbor to
the north totally shatter the arguments of “gay marriage” supporters.
• “Lesbian journalist: 'Gay marriage is a lie'” – in a candid moment, journalistactivist confirms everything most opponents of same-sex marriage have long
believed.
• “Feds require employees to give open LGBT approval” by Matt Barber, who
explains the latest – and astonishingly Orwellian – decree from the Obama Justice
Department: No longer is it OK for Christians just to be intimidated and "shut up"
regarding “lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgenders” in the federal workplace –
they must verbally support it! As one internal DOJ memo to employees puts it:
“Silence will be interpreted as disapproval”.
• “How a revered Christian institution was brought down” by Peter LaBarbera, a
poignant, insider look at what really caused the downfall of the Boy Scouts of
America
• “Dobson: Feds must stop silencing and intimidating Christians” by Bob Unruh,
in which the evangelical leader confirms that the IRS has been directly targeting
traditional-values religious groups – including his own.
• “Assaulting Christians but coddling terrorists” by David Limbaugh, on the U.S.
military’s disturbing track record of targeting religious liberty
• “Reflections by a former Muslim on Obama's love of Islam" by Nonie Darwish,
on how Obama became the “savior of both Islam and socialists”.
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• “The world's most dynamic religion is ...” by Dennis Prager, who surprisingly
reveals that today’s most influential belief system – and the one increasingly
dominating America – is neither Christianity nor Islam.
• “Beware of liberals in evangelicals’ clothing” by Ann Coulter, who exposes the
totally irrational “new Christian ethic of compassion-by-personal-encounter”.
• “Christian civil disobedience may be imminent” by Patrick J. Buchanan, who
asks: What happens when millions of believers refuse to obey new same-sex
marriage laws?
Another Obamanism
Said Barack Obama, “This is the most transparent administration in history, and I
can document how that is the case — everything from every visitor who comes into the
White House is now part of the public record. That is something we changed. Every law
that we pass, every rule that we implement we put online for everyone to see.”
“I am not somebody who believes that the President has the authority to do
whatever he wants, or whatever she wants whenever they want just under the guise of
counterterrorism.” – President Barack Obama.
Is that really the truth?
The Associated Press wiretapping scandal and resultant revelations of Federal
spying on American journalists has revealed the true contempt and fear that the
Administration of Barack Obama — an Administration that has prosecuted twice as many
Americans under the 1917 Espionage Act than all other Administrations combined — has
for a well-informed populace.
The people attacked by the Obama Administration through the Espionage Act are
not, as one might expect, double agents caught in the act of leaking state secrets to
America’s most dangerous geopolitical foes. More often than not, they are viewed as
patriots in the eyes of the greater American public, exposing Federal wrongdoing and
acting in the best interest of the American people.
An Investigative reporter in Cincinnati, the epicenter (so far as we know) of the
Internal Revenue Service discrimination conspiracy against conservatives, has all but
demolished President Barack Obama’s claim that the two-year hit job was the work of
self-willed, autonomously acting “rogue” employees far down the chain of command.
Common sense would naturally tell anyone the same thing; and the known facts
in this case do nothing but corroborate the suspicions of both liberals and conservatives
convinced that the President was involved in the sandal, which obviously benefitted his
re-election campaign, from the beginning.
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The smoking gun is smoking – many smoking guns. The Obama
administration is up to its eye brows in sludge, deceit, corruption, filth, and odious
putrefaction. It embraces that which Almighty God condemns, and condemns that which
God embraces and approves.
Judgment day is coming. We are being weighed in the balances, and we are
found deeply wanting, spiritually destitute and morally bankrupt!
Would Obama go so far as to imprison, or even “kill” his enemies, or place his
critics in “re-education camps” or prisons, as Soviet Russia did during the Cold War
days?
Gun Control and Civil War?
I know it is not a pleasant thought to consider that the American government
would have American solders to kill you if you didn't give up your firearms, but the
evidence of that happening seems to be increasing. I don't like it either, however take a
look at the real evidence and make up your own mind.
Dr. Jim Garrow is a renowned author and whistleblower who has been nominated
for a Nobel peace prize for his humanitarian work. He is the author of “The Pink Pagoda:
One Man’s Quest to End Gendercide in China”.
Dr. Garrow was recently contacted by a high ranking military official who
implored him to reveal the truth about a “litmus test” that is being proposed by the
Obama administration to the military asking the question “will you shoot Americans if
they won’t give you their guns?”
Dr. Garrow has spent over $25 million over the past sixteen years rescuing an
estimated 40,000 baby Chinese girls from near-certain death under China’s one-childper-couple policy by facilitating international adoptions. He is the founder and executive
director of the Bethune Institute’s Pink Pagoda schools, private English-immersion
schools for Chinese children. Today he runs 168 schools with nearly 6,300 employees.
Dr. Garrow was recently contacted by a high ranking military official who
implored him to reveal the truth about a “litmus test” that is being proposed by the
Obama administration to the military asking the question “will you shoot Americans if
they won’t give you their guns?”
Law enforcement drones, which have proved so effective in combating terrorism
and killing terrorists abroad, are now being brought to America, to patrol our skies, cities,
and countryside. Will the American people be next?
Could civil war be coming to America? The prophet Zechariah declares, of the
end time, and God’s people, “This is what the LORD my God says: Prepare the flock
marked for slaughter. Their buyers slaughter them and go on unpunished. Those who
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sell them say, ‘Praise the LORD, I am rich!’ Their own shepherds do not spare
them. For I will no longer have pity on the people of the land, declares the LORD.
I will hand everyone over to his neighbor and his king. They will oppress the land, and I
will not rescue them from their hands” (Zech11:4-6).
A few months ago, I saw people gathered outside the post office, carrying
placards and signs saying, “IMPEACH OBAMA!” But will it work?
God says our SINS have brought these conditions upon us!
Precarious Days
We are in precarious days. We have a mega-criminal in the White House, a fullblown Tyranosaurus Rex, aka Antichrist aka budding Dictator/Marxist/Hitler/Tyrant who
will stop at nothing to rule the world and is well on his way to accomplish his agenda,
which will leave the world breathless, trembling, and nauseous.
The Department of Homeland Security is preparing for war on American citizens.
Obama has declared that U.S. troops returning from Iraq and Afghanistan are to be
deemed potential “terrorists” because of their military training, and possibly because of
their patriotism, loyalty to the American heritage, history, constitution, and traditional
values and way of life. His new generation of soldiers will be composed of young,
pliable minds who have no loyalty to the constitution, traditional values, but who are
loyal to Obama and his standards, concepts, and authority. The military is being
overhauled, and those whose loyalty to him is doubtful or questionable are being weeded
out, retired, and put out to pasture, so the new leadership, faithful to Obama, can take
over.
The Mark of the Beast
Does this not remind you of “the mark of the Beast”? In the book of Revelation,
the apostle John describes the future of this world, during the end times. He writes,
speaking of a future government/religious entity, “. . . he deceived the inhabitants of the
earth. He ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was wounded by the
sword and yet lived. . . . He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and
slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that no one could buy or
sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of his name”
(Rev.13:14-17).
Those who ultimately identify with the Beast will die with the Beast. Those who
follow the Beast will perish with the Beast. Those who bear the “mark” of the Beast will
suffer the wrath of Almighty God poured out without mixture. As John writes, “If
anyone worships the beast and his image and receives his mark on the forehead or on the
hand, he, too, will drink of the wine of God’s fury, which has been poured full strength
into the cup of his wrath. He will be tormented by burning sulphur in the presence of the
holy angels and of the Lamb. And the smoke of their torment rises forever and ever.
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There is no rest day or night for those who worship the beast and his image, or for
anyone who receives the mark of his name. This calls for patient endurance on the
part of the saints who obey God’s commandments and remain faithful to Jesus”
(Rev.14:9-12, NIV).
The “Fatal Wound”
With all the recent scandals rising up in the Obama administration, many people
are becoming livid. Some in Congress are once again crying out for “impeachment.”
They see the sorry path our nation has taken, and the massive corruption, Mafia-style
politics, called “Chicago politics,” and are incensed and cry out for a special prosecutor
to investigate these ripe and burgeoning scandals and the stench of corruption. But Eric
Holder, the Attorney General, is in Obama’s pocket, and loyalist, and is very likely guilty
of cover ups, lying to Congress, and a host of malfeasance activities involving the Justice
Department. Can you have the “fox” appoint an investigator to check out the hen house?
Should the fox investigate the fox?
There is an old saying, “Be careful what you ask for. You just might get it.”
If Obama is a President worthy of impeachment, if he is forced from office, there
will be hell to pay for the Nation. His supporters by the millions will say he was
politically lynched because of his color. Think back to the widespread rioting after the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968. Take the number of those events and
multiply that by a much bigger number, and you will have an inkling posed by possible
“impeachment.” Civil war could well be in the offing.
Impeachment! Can it be done? Is the nation angry enough to “bite the bullet”
and face this issue head on?
Speaking of the Beast power, the Antichrist, at the end time, the apostle John
says, “And I saw a beast coming up out of the sea [of nations]. He had ten horns and
seven heads [the governments he controlled] . . . . The dragon [Satan the devil –
Rev.12:9] gave the beast his power and his throne and great authority. One of the heads
of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed. The
whole world was astonished and followed the beast” (Rev.13:1-3).
Could this “fatal wound” be impeachment? The Greek word used here means
“death stroke,” “mortally wounded, “deadly wound.” But notice – it does not say he was
killed, but it was “AS IF” he suffered a mortal wound or death stroke – some great
adverse circumstance which normally would have been fatal, but in his case, he survived,
and the fatal wound was HEALED!
Could this be a reference to impeachment? But afterward, he rises up to even
greater power and authority? As major scandals continue to wash over the White House
and the Obama administration, impeachment talk is engulfing American conservatives
and many Republicans.
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The scandals perpetrated upon the Tea Party members and groups, and
conservatives, and rich Americans who voted for Obama, including IRS harassment and
tax audits, have been outrageous and utterly bipartisan and wicked. But a wounded
Obama could bounce back stronger and worse than ever!
Bob Unruh, of World Net Daily, says, “Half of America Wants Obama
Impeached” (May 19, 2013).
Writes Unruh, “The faux stone columns from his Denver acceptance speech are
crumbling, the fireworks have fizzled and the unadulterated adulation of Barack Obama
is a sour feeling of disillusion, as a new poll reveals half of America wants him
impeached, including a stunning one in four Democrats. Half or nearly half of those
surveyed said they believed Obama should be impeached for the trifecta of scandals now
consuming Washington” (ibid.).
The three major earth-shaking scandals are Benghazi, where four Americans were
killed because of Obama indifference, neglect, or malfeasance, including Ambassador
Stevens; Internal Revenue Service targeted investigations of conservatives and
Christians; and the government’s illegal seizure of AP phone records.
Representative Michelle Bauchman (Republican, Minnesota) raised the issue of
impeachment in the House of Representatives, but Republicans are divided on the issue.
Some warn if you only “wound” the president instead of impeaching him, he could come
back stronger than ever and with a vengeance.
Is this what prophecy says? Is this the “mortal wound” Obama – if he becomes
the final “Beast” and “World Dictator” – would survive, and come back to fulfill his role
as “King” of the New World Order, and lead the world to fight against Christ when He
returns?
Whoever the Beast is, or will be, we read, “The beast, which you saw, once was,
now is not, and will come up out of the Abyss and go to his destruction” Rev.17:8). John
is told, “The ten horns you saw are ten kings who have not yet received a kingdom, but
who for one hour will receive authority as kings along with the beast. They have one
purpose and will give their power and authority to the beast. They will make war against
the Lamb, but the Lamb will overcome them because he is Lord of lords and King of
kings—and with him will be his called, chosen and faithful followers” (Rev.17:12-14).
“Then I saw the beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered
together to make war against the rider on the horse and his army. But the beast was
captured, and with him the false prophet who had performed the miraculous signs on his
behalf. . . The two of them were thrown alive into the fiery lake of burning sulphur”
(Rev.19:19-20). That spectacular day of explosive fireworks and the consummation of
the age is coming quickly! Even so, Come, Lord Jesus – Yeshuah Ha Moshiach!
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List of Articles and Booklets
These articles are sent FREE as the Lord God provides.

Take note: We can only send 7-10 articles or booklets
at a single time. Do not request more than this amount.
Basic Doctrine
__ Who Is the Messiah? Incredible Proof Yeshua is who He said He was!
__A New Look at the Historical Jesus
__How LONG Was Jesus in the Grave? Exposing the Good Friday and Wednesday Crucifixion Theories!
__The Pharisees, Hasidim and Early Nazarene Christians
__Which Is the True Biblical Calendar of God?
__What Is the ‘New Moon”?
__When Was Christ Born?
__Where Was Yeshua Crucified?
__The Plain Truth about LAW AND GRACE!
__A New Look at Colossians
__A New Look at the Book of Galatians
__Galatians and the “Works of the Law”
__What Are the REAL Salvation Issues?
__Bible Health LAWS – Are Unclean Meats Still Unclean?
__The Keys to Robust Health
__The Power of Prayer
__The Bible – Science or Superstition?
__Bible Criticism – Intellectual Idolatry?
__How To Walk with God
__What is the True Gospel?
__What Is Real Repentance?
__All About Water Baptism
__The Truth about Laying on of Hands and Anointing
__How Should God’s Ministers Be Ordained?
__The Power of Faith and Prayer
__A New Look at the “FRINGES” of the Law!
__The Truth about “Holy Garments”
__The Exodus – Myth or Reality?
__Who Was the Pharaoh of the Exodus?
__The Mystery of the Olive Tree
__Once Saved Always Saved?
__Life on Earth Before Adam?
__James’ Ossuary Box – Incredible Proof of the Existence of Christ!
__Should We Observe the New Moons!
__Is Obedience to God Required for Salvation?
__What Is the ‘Unpardonable Sin”?
__Why Did Jesus Curse the Fig Tree?
__The Passion of the Christ
__Is There LIFE After Death?
__What’s All This about the Resurrection?
__The Spirit in Man Mystery
__What’s All This about the Place Called “Hell”?
__Satan’s Fate – Will the Devil be Tormented Forever?
__Saul and the Witch of Endor
__The Parable of the Ten Virgins
__What Is a Genuine Christian?
__The Mystery of the Book of Job
__God’s Laws about Divorce and Marriage
__Is There Government I the Church of God
__A New Look at Moses’ Seat
__The Plain Truth about Church Authority
The Holy Days of God
__The Annual Holy Days Reveal the Awesome Plan of God
__The Shocking Origin of Christmas!
__A New Look at Easter
__The Origin of Halloween
__What Days Should We Observe?
__Sabbath Versus Sunday – Which Day Should We Observe?
__PASSOVER – Its Hidden Meanings and Mysteries
__Yeshua’s Last Week on Earth – a Day By Day Reconstruction
__When Should the Passover be Observed?
__What Do You Mean, “The Sixth Hour”? When Did Christ Appear Before Pilate?
__The Mystery of “Between the Two Evenings”
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__Luke and the Passover Mystery
__The Incredible Passover Plot!
__What Is the “New Testament Passover”?
__A New Look at the Passover!
__Four Special Bible Correspondence Course Lessons on PASSOVER!
__ Pentecost (Shavuot) – The Mystery and Significance Revealed
__Pentecost – the FINAL Analysis!
__Pentecost – Sunday or Sivan 6?
__The Incredible Truth about Pentecost!
__How Should we COUNT Pentecost?
__Luke 6 – New Testament Proof on Pentecost
__Counting the Omer – Its Incredible Meaning
__Sefirat Ha Omer – a Key to Overcoming!
__Sadducees Vs. Pharisees – Who Controlled Temple Worship in the Time of Christ?
__A New Look at the Sadducees and Pharisees
__Amazing New Revelation on the Feast of Trumpets
__Fascinating New Understanding on the Feast of Tabernacles
__Secrets of the Sukkah – New Insight on the Fall Festival
__A New Look at Yom Kippur and the Azazel Goat
__Shemini Atzeret – a New Look at the “Eighth Day”
__The Mystery of Hoshana Rabbah Revealed
__What’s All This about Tithing?
__The Sacred Names of God
__Dinosaurs in the Time of Adam?
__Angels, Women,, Giants, UFOs and the Occult – Return of the Nephilim
__Christian-Messianic Passover Hagaddah
__The Birth, Ministry, Death, and Resurrection of Christ
__Is HELL Eternal?
__Is the Cross Christian?
__What Was the Mark of Cain?
__Is the Star of David Pagan?
End-Time Apostasy
__Was Herbert Armstrong the Elijah to Come?
__Where God’s Church Went Wrong!
__Prophetic Errors of Herbert W. Armstrong
__Back to Babylon
__How Are the Mighty Fallen!
__Joseph Tkach – Apostle or Apostate?
__Joseph Tkach – Saint or Monster?
__Gerald Flurry and the Philadelphia Church of God
__The House of Yahweh Exposed
__Apostasy in the End of Days
__Zechariah 11 and the End-Time Vultures
The Nature of GOD
__The Mystery of God – Who or What Was Christ Before His Human Birth?
__What Do You Mean, “The Only True God”?
__Was Jesus Christ “Created”?
__The Mystery of Lucifer and the Logos
__The Genesis Factor – Is God Reproducing Himself?
__The Pre-Existence of Christ – Fact or Fable?
__Is Jesus “God”?
__Is God a “Trinity”?
__The Origin of the Logos
__Did God Create a Devil?
__The Early Church Fathers and the Logos
Bible Prophecy
__Who Is the United States in Bible Prophecy?
__Israel in the Last Days – Is America Ephraim or Manasseh?
__Noah’s Universal Flood – a Warning to Our Generation?
__Coming: A Modern Roman Empire?
__Panorama of Prophecy
__What Is the “Mark” of the Beast?
__Will the Messiah Return in a “Jubilee Year”?
__ China Taking Over Panama Canal & America in Prophecy
__Babylon the Great and the New World Order
__”END OF DAYS” – Incredible New Insight on End-Time Prophecy
__Where Are the Seven Churches of Revelation?
__The Last Days: Daniel 7 and the New World Order
__Daniel’s 2300 day Prophecy
__Daniel 8 and the End of Days
__Daniel 9 – Amazing PROOF Christ is the Promised Messiah!
__A New Look at Daniel 11
__Daniel 11 – FINAL Warning
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__ Daniel’2 1260, 1290, and 1335 Days
__The Book of Revelation Decoded
__God’s Mysterious 6,000 Year Plan
__Far Beyond STAR WARS!
__A New Look at Bible Chronology and Prophecy
__Armageddon – How Much Longer?
__The “Time of Jacob’s Troubles” – Have They Begun?
__Planet “X” and Worlds in Collision!
__Who Is the 144,000 of Revelation?
__Who Are the Two Witnesses?
__Spiritual Breakthrough – Awesome Power of Faith, Prayer and Fasting
__Meditation – Hidden Key to Spiritual Growth
__2012 and Beyond – End-Time Prophecies
__America at the Crossroads – Have We Passed the Point of No Return?
__Rothschild’s Choice – a Shocking Look at “Conspiracy Theory”
__The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse Ride Forth
__Simon Magus and the Greatest Conspiracy of All Time
__Sign of the Unicorn – Who is the Tribe of End-time Manasseh?
__Isaac Newton and the End-Time Prophecies of Daniel
__The Quartodeciman Passover Controversy and the Early Church\
__Was the “Lord’s Supper” Really the Passover?
__“How Can I Become a True Christian?”
__Countdown to the Messiah – How Much Longer?
__The 70 Years, Jubilee Cycles, Daniel’s 2300 Days, and Seven Times Prophecies
__How Many Times Did Peter Deny Christ?
__How Many Thieves Were Crucified with Christ?
__Whatever Happened to Enoch and Elijah?
__Mysteries of the Great Pyramid of Gizah
__What Is the Doctrine of the Antichrist?
__The Tribe of Dan and the Antichrist\
__Masonic Symbols and the Origin of America’s Great Seal
__Prophecy from the Zohar
__Just What Is Jewish “Kaballah”?
__Nimrod and the Tower of Babel Cataclysm
__Just Who Are the Modern Jewish People?
__The History of Apostasy and the Perfect Storm
__Origin of the 360 Day Year
__40 Proofs on Counting Pentecost
__What Do You Mean, “Born Again”?
__Seven Proofs the Lord’s Supper Is NOT the Passover!
__Apollyon Rising, 2012 and the End of Time
__Should Christians Wear Make Up and Cosmetics?
__Hannukah and the Abomination of Desolation
New Articles
__As It Was in the Days of Noah -- The 120 Years Prophecy Revealed
__2012, Quetzalcoatl, and the Wrath of Satan
__Is God Giving Us 15 Extra Years?
__The Stunning Future of America Revealed by the Isaiah 9:10 Effect
__Is the Antichrist Here Today?
__Who Will Win the White House -- Mitt Romney and the White Horse Prophecy
__Judgment Day – the 390 Day Prophecy
__Will the Antichrist be the Son of a Harlot?
__Traitors, Treason and the Enemy Within
__Should a Christian Vote?
__Is the Law of God Still in Force Today?
__Barack Obama’s Faustian Bargain with the Devil
__Cry for America, the Beloved Country!
__Daniel’s Image, the Four Beasts and the “King of Assyria”
__The Power of Living Faith
__Ancient Chronology and End-Time Prophecy
__A Voice in the Wilderness
__If John the Baptist Were Here Today
__”Elijah Shall Come and Restore All Things”
__The Astonishing Life of David
__Repentance and the Thirteen Attributes of God
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Why All the
Confusion over the
Calendar?
Does it really matter when we observe God’s annual Holy Days? Does it matter
if we are just a few days off? There is an old saying, “Close only counts in horseshoes
and hand grenades” – or perhaps in a nuclear explosion. But does it really matter if we
get God’s days right? Or if we “inadvertently” observe them on the wrong day?
The Word of God does tell us that we should observe His annual Feast Days as
“holy days to the Lord” (see Leviticus 23). But how do we know when they occur?
What calendar should we use? The Biblical holy days are obviously based on the
Biblical calendar – the original calendar God gave to Moses and Israel.
Only a few really understand the Jews replaced the original calendar in 357-358
A.D. due to Roman persecution, and substituted a mathematical construction in its place
– based on the periodic movements of the earth, moon and sun over the course of the 19year time cycle. This was an astounding feat – but only accurate up to a point, and
cannot replace true observation of the new moons, upon which the months are based, and
therefore upon which the annual holy day dates depend.
Along with the mathematical theory, the Jewish leaders deliberately ADDED
“postponements” to the calendar months to prevent Yom Kippur from falling on a Friday
or a Sunday, and they added another postponement to prevent the seventh day of the
Feast of Tabernacles from falling on a weekly Sabbath. These changes were made
because of their TRADITION which had accumulated over the centuries after the time of
Christ which said Yom Kippur could not abut up against the weekly Sabbath as it would
prevent proper observance of the Sabbath, a “Feast” day. Likewise, waving the lulav
branches on the last day of the Feast of Tabernacles, they decreed, would cause “work” to
be done on the weekly Sabbath, if it fell on that day – another “no no.” These newfound
“traditions” were not extant or a part of the calendar from Moses to Christ, but the Jewish
rabbis added them anyway during the fourth century after Christ!
The Jewish calendar as we have it today is a marvel of mathematical and
astronomical workmanship – but alas, the new moon dates are most often OFF by a day
or two, almost every month! Close, as they say – but no cigar! “Close” is not accurate
enough when it comes to OBEYING GOD!
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Is it all right to tell God, “Well, I only sinned a little bit!”? God’s Word says,
plainly, “The wages of sin is DEATH” (Rom.6:23). God says, “The soul that sins, it
shall DIE” (Ezek18:4, 20). So which is going to be? Are we going to obey GOD? Or go
the route that “seems right” to a man, but ends in DEATH (Prov.14:12, 16:25)?
How can we know the TRUE days to observe God’s annual Feast days, on the
right day, so there is no mistake? How can we be sure that we are REALLY obeying
God’s Word correctly? To observe the wrong day as “HOLY” would be an affront to
God – an offense – a plain mistake! If you had an appointment to see a king on a
particular date, sat a particular time, and you went on the wrong day – you got the dates
mixed up – would it be all right? Would the king allow you to interrupt his schedule, and
take up his time, which he had NOT set aside for you? Would he allow you to
CHANGE THE DATE ON YOUR OWN AUTHORITY?
To observe an ‘unholy” day as if it were “holy” is an affront to God. He wants us
to be PERFECT (Matt.5:48). He desires that we live by His “every word” (Matt.4:4;
Luke 4:4; Deut.89:3). He demands obedience, not guessing games and human
foolishness! God is punctual. He has a “set time” for His Feast days. You cannot keep
them arbitrarily, whenever you want. It is not for you to decide what day is holy and
what day is not. If you fear God and respect Him, you will obey His Law – and keep His
divine appointments at the appointed time!
Obeying God is not “Looney tunes” and funny business. God set aside certain
days as HOLY, and He meets with us on THOSE days. If we are not present, then TOO
BAD –for us! We miss Him to our own sorrow and hurt. The way that seems right to
men may “seem” right, or “okay,” but it leads to SIN and sin leads to and ends up in
death—the death penalty! (Prov.14:12).
If it is serious business to keep an appointment with a BOSS or human employer
or a KING “on time,” and to be punctual, HOW MUCH MORE IS IT IMPORTANT TO
KEEP GOD’S APPOINTMENTS ON TIME? God does not want us to worship Him
carelessly, or in a haphazard, inconsistent manner. Jesus Christ declared, “The time is
coming, IT HAS COME ALREADY, when the real worshippers will worship the Father
in Spirit and in REALITY; for these are the worshippers that the Father desires. God is
Spirit, and his worshippers must worship him in Spirit and in reality” (John 4:24,
Moffatt).
Yes, please send me your book on A New Look at God’s True Calendar. I want to know
the TRUTH. I want to “prove” the truth (I Thess.5:21). I understand it is FREE of charge.
Thank you for your help. Please send it to:
Name_____________________________
Address___________________________
State________Zip code_______________
Country____________________________
Send orders to: Triumph Prophetic Ministries, PO Box 842, Omak WA 98841
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Letters from Our Readers
“
“I do pray that all is well with you and enjoying
the spring weather. We here in Wichita are still
considered in severe drought and they’re
concerned about our water supply worsening.
“I received ‘The Last Trumpet Newsletter’
which I have been taking for several years. On
the second page I quote: ‘As a consequence of
the infectious nature of sin in the world, truth is
no longer highly regarded and has become
unrecognizable to many people.’”
-- Kansas
“Thank you so much for the Passover material
and the Holy Day Calendar for this year 2013. I
received it in time to observe the Passover—it
was the next best thing to being there present
with you and the Church. The last three years
I’ve kept the Passover and Days of Unleavened
Bread alone – physically, I was alone, but God’s
Holy Spirit was with me. My good friends, Irez
Barlow and Clara Evelyn Horne have both
passed away. We kept it at each other’s home.
ICG, UCG and ALCG (Global) kept Passover
Sunday night, March 24th, ate leavened bread all
day the 25th, observed the Night to be Much
Remembered. Tuesday 26th was their Holy Day
beginning their first day of Unleavened Bread
through to April 1st.
“Inez was getting David Smith’s calendar from
Texas, and his information was from a Rabbi in
Jerusalem. She asked the ICG pastor three times
to ‘let’s discuss and have a Bible Study on the
Passover. He refused, saying he ‘didn’t want to
get into that.’ Her thoughts were—if we can’t do
it right, we’re not going to do it wrong. So we
quit observing the Holy Days with them.
“Never ever was the Passover observed in the
manner as your Church does it. I thought, how
different! Their meeting lasted about one and a
half hours. I thank you so much for opening my
eyes, mind and heart to the right and spiritual
way God is pleased with your services. I
know—for I went along with them for a while
too long. I often wondered how you and your
church group observed the Passover—now I
know. Thank you again and again. I will

treasure this information and use it from now
on. I will have the unleavened bread and wine
with a small meal. And thank the good Lord for
leading me back to you, family, and the True
Church of God and His messengers.
“May God richly bless and grant you good health
till He returns.”
-- Tennessee
“I was very grateful for the booklets and articles
that you sent me. I wish I could express in
words how much I appreciate them. This might
sound odd but I love your outlook on not just
Bible but the world and life in general. I’m only
23 years old but I’ve been studying the Bible for
about thirteen years (since I was 10) and believe
it or not I’ve never really agreed with the way
most Christians and other denominations
interpret it. I guess its because I know it is a
book that was meant to be applied to reality and
most denominations choose to believe that what
it says is supposed to be thought of like some
kind of mysterious fantasy or mythological
meanings. I on the other hand believe in a God
that has a purpose for us but wants us to find out
what that purpose is, but I don’t believe that He
would request something like that of us but make
it impossible for us to accomplish, and I for sure
don’t believe that He wants us to believe
something that can’t be proven because that
would mean trusting in superstition which can be
created by lies and deception which is Satan’s
expertise. . . .”
-- Texas
““As you know, the new (schmuck) pope (pope
Francis ) is the very first pope to be a Jesuit. The
Jesuits are the secret police of the new world
order and are the C I A of the catholic church.
Lets look at the following oath that every Jesuit
takes when he enters into this secret society. The
following is part of the jesuit oath:
“ ‘I furthermore promise and declare that I will,
when opportunity presents, make and wage
relentless war, secretly or openly, against all
heretics, protestants and liberals, as I am directed
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to do, to extirpate and exterminate them from the
face of the whole world; and that I will spare
neither age, sex, or condition; and that I will
hang, waste, boil, flay, strangle and bury alive
these infamous heretics, rip up the stomachs and
wombs of their women and crush their infants
heads against the walls, in order to annihilate
forever their execrable race.
“ ‘That is when the same cannot be done openly,
I will secretly use the poisoned cup, the
strangulation cord, the steel of the poniard or the
leaden bullet, regardless of the honor, rank,
dignity, or authority of the person/s whatever
may be their condition in life, either public or
private, as I at anytime may be directed so to do
by any agent of the ( schmuck ) pope or superior
of the brotherhood of the (un)holy faith, of the
society of Jesus.’ (Jesuits )
“John 16:2. ‘An hour is coming for everyone
who kills you to think that he is offering service
to God.’ John 15:18: ‘If the world hates you,
you know that it has hated Me before it hated
you.’ John 15:17: ‘This I command you, that you
LOVE one another.’ Amen

“As I read your march 2013 issue I am reminded
what the Holy Spirit said to me on the first
inauguration of President Obama. He said, ‘You
can not serve two masters’ and ‘Habakkuk.’
What is so disturbing is that no one will listen to
the warnings ... the Lord spoke last week ... ‘they
won’t hear sound doctrine.’ We have to love the
truth ... even if it doesn’t fit in the box we have
been taught ... even if it is not consistent to what
we have always believed ... even if our
reputations are destroyed and our loved ones
think we are heretics because of departing from
'religious beliefs .
“The early church ‘turned the world upside
down’ ... most in the present day church are
silent. The delusion is that this is ‘America’ and
it won’t happen here. Most did not believe in
Germany ... then came the pogroms. I am
thankful for safety under the shield of the Lord.
This I know whether He saves me alive or not I
will not bow before the king that is to be soon
revealed ... there is a greater reward for those
that endure to the end. Glory to God.”
-- Missouri

“We are now into the LAST DAYS beginning
when the new (schmuck) pope is inducted into
the hall of shame, I believe this coming March
20, 2013. The famous first SEAL of Revelation.
So therefore we have the last pope and the last U
S A president at the same time.

“Thank you for the copy of the March-April
PF! As always, it is most informative and I am
especially pleased with your article ‘What Will
the Millennium Be Like?’ As a former SDA
minister, I am happy to see the truth of the
earth’s condition during the thousand year reign
of the saints here on earth with our Lord Christ
Jesus, NOT in heaven as taught by the SDA. . . .

“Speaking about the U S A presidents, once
again I had mention this once before George W
Bush was the 43rd president, however, he was
only 42 second man to sit into the oval office
because president Cleveland was counted twice.
In ancient Israel and Judah plus Kings Saul,
David and Solomon there was a total of 42 men
sitting as kings, so does history repeat?

“There is much to be said about the role of the
many antichrists working in the world today as
they prepare for the ushering in of ‘The
Antichrist’ described in Revelation 13. As
Christians, we are living today on the edge of
eternity with our Lord!

“So therefore president obamanation is
ILLEGAL and I have heard some members of
congress are trying to impeach Obama, however,
I don't think it will happen because Satan has got
his man in the office doing his dirty work for
him and that is destroying the once mighty
nation. But the destruction began in 1912/13
when president Woodrow Wilson created the
FEDERAL RESERVE central banking system
instead of letting congress control the printing of
money.”
-- Canada

“May our heavenly Father give you the strength
and wisdom to continue in His work.”
-- Indiana
“As you know, from the time that the land of
Israel was re-united to the Jewish people in the
year of 1948 to the year of 2013 has been 65
years, Isaiah 7:8.
Now according to my K J V the new Scofield
reference Bible, in the commentary section, it
says in the book of first Kings:that the house of
Israel lasted for 210 years, before being evicted
from the land of Israel, so if the 210 years is
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correct that means that the 210 years represents(
3 generations of 70 years) in the land of Israel as
the house of Israel.
So here is the kicker!
So When Ephraim and Manasseh began to
become two very important and bless nations in
the year of 1803 after 2520 years of judgment,
can you tell where all this new info is leading
to? So therefore, if you were to add 210 years (3
generations of 70 years ) to the year of 1803, can
imagine what year we come to?
1803+210=2013
Does history repeat itself? What do you think,
good,bad, ugly, etc. or is this info already well
known or is in your book about America & Great
Britain?”
-- William Norman, Israel
COMMENT: Very interesting. No, I’ve never
seen that put forward before. Fascinating, to say
the least! It is an incredible parallel, and once
again leads us to see and believe that the year
2013 – this very year – will be a humdinger, a
blockbuster, a singular phenomenon, a horizon
epochal event. We must “stay tuned,” and “stay
in the breach,” and keep on the spiritual firing
lines, and stay prepared, waiting for the soon
return of our Lord and Master, Saviour and
Redeemer, Jesus Christ, Yeshua the Messiah!
Amen, Amen!
*
*
*
“I forgot to mention in my last e-mail to you a
few hours ago and what I forgot to say was, as
you know Jerusalem was destroyed in the year
70 A D and once again in the year of 135 A D
when the Jewish people were evicted from the
land of Israel.
“So here is what I forgot to say: From 135 minus
70 equals 65 years 65 years seems to happen at
least three times that I know of in the Bible at
this time.”
-- William Norman, Israel
COMMENT: The original prophecy, in Isaiah,
says, “Within 65 years Ephraim will be broken,
so that it will not be a people” (Isa.7:8). This
same prophecy speaks of Syria and Damascus,
its capital. Syria is in Civil War at this moment,
with the United States – modern Ephraim –
supporting the rebels, even though they include
the Muslim Brotherhood and members of Al

Quaeda. Syria, and the Muslims, have always
hated the Jews, and the state of Israel, despising
its very existence, and agitating for another
Holocaust. The U.S. has become very antiSemitic, in reality, as it plays its cards close to
the vest, but allying with the Muslim nations of
the Middle East, including Saudi Arabia, from
whence Wahabism, fundamentalism and
terrorism were spawned and are supported.
It has been 65 years, now, since the founding of
the state of Israel in May, 1948! Will modern
day Ephraim now become “broken,” as this
prophecy suggests? So much so, that it will not
be a “united people”? Already, the disunity is
obvious, and disturbing.
Republicans hate
Democrats,
modern
Socialists
hate
Conservatives, the “race card” is being played
daily, and Obama has become the most divisive
president in U.S. history. The U.S. economy
teeters on the brink of disaster, the country is $16
trillion dollars in debt, and the slightest hiccup
could send the economy into a fatal crash-andburn scenario. We are living on the “edge.” It is
almost as if we are tempting God, or thumbing
our nose in His face. And the consequences will
be awesome – and catastrophic – but necessary
to teach us that God rules in the kingdoms of
men, and we have a responsibility to seek His
way, His face, and His truth, for selfpreservation as much as anything else. Woe be
to those who continue to defy the living God and
ignore His commandments. Governments steal
from their citizens, and their citizens steal from
each other, and judgment is surely coming!
“Behold, Damascus will cease from being a city,
and it will be a ruinous heap . . . The fortress will
also cease from Ephraim, the kingdom from
Damascus, and the remnant of Syria. . . . In that
day it shall come to pass that the glory of Jacob
will wane, and the fatness of his flesh grow lean
[economic misery, great depression]. It shall be
as when the harvester gathers the grain, and
reaps the heads with his arm. Yet gleaning
grapes will be left in it. Like the shaking of an
olive tree, two or three olives at the top of the
uppermost bough, four or five in its most fruitful
branches” (Isaiah 17:1-6).
*
*
*
“I’m a man who has gone through so much in
my life thinking I’ve done everything on my
own. But I have not done anything without God
because He was the One who allowed me to get
up out of my bed and see all of His wonderful
works, and His beautiful Creation, like the trees,
the grass, the blue skies, and even when I looked
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in the mirror – I saw myself for who I really was
for the very first time in my life, and I knew right
then I couldn’t have done anything at all [on my
own]. So I asked Him to teach me and as I
looked around I saw your book Prophecy Flash.
So I picked it up and began to read it. Then I
asked Him was this it, was this meant for me to
find. Then this voice came in my head and said,
‘this is only the beginning. There’s much, much
more.’ So I’m writing you for your help with
God’s plan for me.”
-- Georgia
“Thank you for all the great study material that
you make available to those of us behind prison
walls. This is all the Christian literature that
some of us get. We haven’t had a prison
chaplain in many months. You are a chaplain to
many of us here instead. You provide much
better study material also.”
-- Texas
“I am sending you my tithe to help support
God’s Work that He is doing through you in
Christ. If you don’t teach God’s Word faithfully,
who will? Everyone else lacks faith to keep
track of the different signs for Christ’s return
except in the most general sense. Most reject
God’s Law as to be the Law of the land. They
practically prostitute themselves to the U.S.
constitution like it’s God’s Word or something,
BUT it’s NOT! It might be man’s best effort at
righteous government but it still falls short of
God’s standards. As the constitution eventually
gets shredded to make way for official
godlessness, as this country’s chosen standard
(we asked for it, really), I don’t want the saints to
mourn over that part – but mourn when God’s
Word gets outlawed, mourn when Sabbath
observance will get you locked up or killed,
mourn when the days of Antiochus and Nero and
Domitian and Hadrian and Hitler and Stalin and
Mao return to oppress God’s people for their sins
and compromise with the world – mourn because
of our nation’s refusal to ever truly obey and
worship God – but rejoice because our
redemption draws near!”
-- North Carolina
“I was listening in on the question and answer
period during this past Sabbath's Bible study. A
man asked you a question about Jonathon Cahn's
book "The Harbinger". I don't know what exactly
he was referring to -- I haven't read this book yet,
but perhaps I'll buy a copy of it sometime in the
coming months -- but he indicated that,

according to Cahn, one of the harbingers of the
End Time occurred on a date of great
significance according to the fixed Hebrew
calendar. The man seemed to be confused
because you have taught us that the fixed
calendar normally doesn't coincide with the
method God authorized for keeping track of time
by observing the new moons from Jerusalem.
“With all due respect, please permit me to throw
in an idea that came to me upon reflection, and
to foreshadow my point on this Memorial Day,
here's a quote from the movie "Sands of Iwo
Jima", starring John Wayne as US Marine
Sergeant Stryker. In it, battle-hardened Stryker
is addressing his new replacements, most of
them fresh out of basic training, and none of
them with combat experience:
‘Before I'm through with you, you're gonna
move like one man and think like one man. If
you don't, you'll be dead. Now, you guys have
had a nice, easy day. I hope you enjoyed it
because it's the last one you're gonna get for a
long time. You joined the Marines because you
wanted to fight. Well, you're gonna get your
chance, and I'm here to see that you know how.
If I can't teach you one way, I'll teach ya
another. But I'm gonna get the job done. Any
questions? That's all.’
“Like a good sergeant, I believe that God does
what He has to do in order to get someone's
attention, and if that means arranging for a
significant event to happen on the anniversary of
a famous historical event according to the fixed
Jewish calendar He otherwise has nothing to do
with, would He not do it? Doing so does not
mean God approves of the fixed calendar, it
merely means He acknowledges that Jews (and
many ex-Worldwiders) follow it, just as we all
acknowledge that this is the year 2013 A.D. even
though many believe that system, which purports
to count the time elapsed since the birth of Jesus,
to be off by three years or so.
“God inspired Paul to do something very similar
in his day. At the beginning of 1 Corinthians
9:20-23, New King James, we read that Paul said
when spoke to the Jews he "became as a Jew,
that I might win Jews." Paul then went on to say
he that adapted his message to other audiences in
ways they understood, too, including those who
followed the whole law of Moses and those who
did not. (If Paul had been a politician running for
office, he, as a former tentmaker, would have
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spoken to businessmen as a fellow businessman,
and he would have spoken to their employees
and apprentices as one who had started out
working under someone else, too.)
“I even read that the strange plagues that God
wrought upon Egypt were actually direct attacks
against their whole system of pagan worship and
the deities they cherished, including a sun god
and a Nile god. The true God of Israel did not
say He believed in their gods; rather, He
acknowledged that THEY believed in these gods
and thus sent them a message they should have
understood loud and clear: their gods were fakes
who controlled nothing but their own
imaginations.”
-- Pennsylvania
COMMENT: You make a very good point.
Obviously, God would use the “Jewish” calendar
to trap the unbelieving Jews, as a “sign” to them
of His intervention and interaction with human
events and national disasters which affect His
people. The technicalities of the Calendar is
another issue altogether and are dealt with in our
book A New Look at God’s True Calendar.
*
*
*
“I am blessed to be a part of your ministry. Its
only by the grace of God that I found your
material but I’ve dug deep into your studies and I
can honestly say that you’ve helped me wake
up. Not many churches talk about the Bilderberg
group, Illuminati, Luciferians, Banksters or the
Plutocrats of the New World Order. Which is
very unfortunate because they are taking us
down some very dark roads.
“After reading your last article on the Roman
Pagan Catholic Church’s shenanigans it only
shows me that Lucifer has taken that over too.
So we are being bombarded with every type of
satanic force inown to the dark side. That stuff
would make Anton Lavey blush (for those who
don’t know, Anton was the founder of the
Satanic Church). I pray that God will heal the
hearts of all the children that those perverts took
advantage of. It is unconscionable that law
enforcement hasn’t gone to Rome and arrested
all the conspirators in that whole cover-up. We
go attack every country that the military
industrial complex and big oil deems a threat,
but we let a bunch of old perverts molest
children on a worldwide scale and turn a blind
eye.

“I guess we can’t expect our government to step
up because they’ve proven that as long as you do
dirt for the Satanic cause then they are fine with
that. Fast and Furious, Benghazi, IRS-gate,
illegal wiretaps on AP, killing American citizens
with drones, just to name a few, and the
shielding of banksters is a laundry list by itself.
Yes, these Luciferians live by a different set of
laws that we would be put under the nail for
practicing.
“That’s why your work is so critical for everyone
to study. As long as we’ve got ministers like
ours, the mind controllers of the entertainment
industry, the educational system, mainstream
religion, mainstream media, political and pop
culture, as a whole don’t stand a chance. So
thanks for all the knowledge and keep up the
good fight and for the love of God, keep
fighting. But most importantly, stay prayed up.”
-- Texas
“I am always deeply moved by the sincerity of
both the tone and the content of the letters sent in
by PF subscribers incarcerated in prison
institutions. Against all odds, the heartfelt nature
of the letters is a clear expression of hope from
an environment that can only be described as less
than desirable. The many requests for literature,
in addition to the continued subscription request
for the PF magazine, can be seen not only as a
cry for help and but also as the heart and core for
what they have discovered as being worth
pursuing.
“Better days lie ahead! For now, however, we
need to grow spiritually and to see each passing
day as one day closer to the Kingdom. With a
change of heart along with the guidance of God's
spirit, one day freedom will come to all-and all
will have their story to tell as we draw on our
experiences to help rebuild this world according
to God's plans.
“To all in this situation-hold on to the "good
news" concerning your newly-found purpose of
life, be encouraged that there are many praying
for you and keep looking forward to the day of
the last trump when we all will meet the
returning Messiah on the Mount of Olives. What
an awesome thought-let's not miss it!”
-- Canada
“I know there is a desperate sense of urgency on
your part as events build and the responsibility
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you realize in giving a warning message.
Prophecy Flash is a must read and deserves far
more respect than what it is given.
“We are a society completely overwhelmed by
problems because there’s no spiritual connection
in how we view what is happening to the
country. Answers are elusive. We are aimlessly
drifting towards our destruction. We are going
to collapse and we will soon be looking at the
end of America in the timeframe of months. We
absolutely refuse to admit how sick we are, and
we will not change our daily routines until it is
forced upon us.
“The Boston Marathon terrorist attack has come
and gone. It is only mentioned in passing
conversation. The nation’s reaction to it is an
attitude of arrogance and defiance. We are
delusional in our reasoning, and as soon as the
people in the Boston area were able to continue
routines, the shock of what happened lessened.
People became philosophical, and as a country
we pat ourselves on the back because we naively
believe the American spirit prevails through any
adversity. We love to embrace denial. Our
complacency and lack of urgency is suffocating
the nation because we are blinded by the coal
black abyss we are nestled in.
“We constantly saw and heard the words ‘Boston
strong,’ which is Boston wrong in every way
after the attack. Within a short period of time
Bostonians were bragging about their resilience
and pointing out heroes at every turn with the
assistance of the media. It was an attitude that
the city is a step above all the rest. Such a view
is proud and naïve. People need to realize that
we’ve been created by God with an inherent
desire to help when in need. What the people in
Boston did was exactly what New Yorkers did
on 9/11. Citizens of Miami, Houston, Topeka,
Los Angeles, Seattle and every other American
city or town would do the very same thing if hit
by a terrorist attack.
There has been an
arrogance is the way the residents and officials
of Boston have bragged about how people were
heroes and the city’s spirit remains strong. Such
reasoning lacks the humility that such a tragedy
should have prompted. Instead a delusional and
naive mind set of, ‘We’ll show the big, bad
terrorists that they haven’t won.’ Such thing
meant that people could go back to former
routines as soon as they were told it was safe.
The city’s insistence that daily life must be

maintained at all costs is going to result in
deadly consequences far beyond Boston.
“God has taken note of the fact that we have
learned nothing from what happened. We do not
see ourselves as a nation with a spiritually
bankrupt soul. We drift aimlessly from day to
day away from the God we claim to worship.
His Word is hated or neglected because it’s
contrary to how we want to live individually, and
as a nation.
“Just as with the tragedy in Newtown,
candlelight vigils, flags at half mast, funerals,
and people considered heroes paraded before
cameras and interviewed, has once again left
Americans with many unanswered questions.
“We are a nation with a deeply wounded spirit.
Our complete blindness to the dangers facing us
is because we believe we are too big to fall, but
fall we will as freedoms are stripped and liberties
are taken away.
“As a nation we don’t believe there are
consequences
for
our
acceptance
of
homosexuality, the horror of abortion, increasing
murder on our streets, robberies, rapes,
pornography, domestic violence, divorce, drug
abuse, the fragile state of our schools, our
obsession with sports and idols in all forms of
entertainment, trash TV and movies, tech toys
that control our lives, cars, homes, bank
accounts, the stock market frenzy, political
corruption, and a nation led by the most corrupt
and godless president in American history. We
are careless and carefree. We are not even close
to being the nation God wants us to be because
we’ve rejected His commandments.
“We are in grave danger as a nation, and since
we refuse to change, terror will strike this
country in ways we can’t imagine, and it will be
just one of many forms of punishment God will
bring upon the nation.”
-- Ohio
“I never cease to be amazed at the utter
hypocrisy of the Liberal Establishment, both
here in the UK and over there in the USA.
Yesterday was the anniversary of the Watergate
break-in, where, as far as I understand it, nobody
was killed. And yet the Liberal elite screamed
"blue murder" and hounded Richard Nixon from
office about 18 months later. Now of course
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Nixon was a slippery politician with the
nickname ‘Tricky Dicky’ and like all politicians,
he lied most of the time his mouth was open.
Compared to what is happening in the Obama
White House however, maybe Nixon should be
re-named ‘Saint Richard’.
“I say all this in jest of course, but the facts
speak for themselves. Nixon was no "liberal",
he lied over Watergate and was forced to resign
in disgrace. Clinton lied about Monica
Lewinsky, but because he was a "liberal", he got
away with it. Obama appears to be guilty of
more lies than all the rest put together, but that is
ok because he is ‘liberal’, ‘black’, ‘pro-gay’,
‘pro-abortion’,
‘pro-Muslim’
and
‘antiChristian’. This is the Orwellian world of today
that we live in. Big Brother is watching us all.
“Bye for now, take care and may our Great God
guide you always.”
-- Nick Wood, England
“I just finished reading the article ‘A New Look
at thae Birth, Life, Death and Resurrection of
Jesus Christ.’ It was so very enlightening –
beyond any thing I’ve read or heardince
leaving Worldwide or ICG. I truly appreciate the
time you spend in your Bible Studies and passing
them on to your listeners.
“Thank you so very much for the tapes and
articles. I pray the good Lord will continue to
bless you both with good health to carry on His
“Work til He comes.”
-- Tennessee
“It sure seems like 2013 may be the year of
trouble (the tribulation). I’ve lived in Oklahoma
all my life. I’m used to living in ‘tornado alley.’
The weather this year has been terrible, with the
tornadoes in Moore, Shawnee and El Reno, and
Oklahoma City, they have been one of incredible
strength; Moore, El Reno, both F5 tornadoes.
One was over a mile and a half wide, the other
2.6 miles wide with 236 mile an hour winds.
Can you just imagine that. In April the town I
live in (Lawton) was hit on the west side by a
tornado. It wasn’t a large one but the scare was
there. This last week a severe thunderstorm
came through here packing 70 mph straight line
winds. Seems like every storm that comes
through now you have to worry about the winds,
not to mention the large hail they have, anywhere

from golf ball to baseball to grapefruit size –
these last few weeks have been deadly with the
weather. I pray to God for protection every day,
and before every storm, because you never know
what you are going to get out of these storms.
We need the rain but it seems to come with a
price. I think people need to wake up and realize
what’s happening, what will next year’s weather
bring. Its probably going to just get worse here
on out. We have to stay close to God, keep His
commandments, pray for repentance, study and
grow. There’s just not much time left. . . .
“P.S. It’s a wonder the weather is the way it is,
this country going down hill fast, never thought
I’d see the Boy Scouts allowing gays in as
troops, next they’ll vote on the leaders. You
know how that vote will be (sickening) – Sodom
and Gomorrah.”
-- Oklahoma
“I remember in your article ‘The Pope, Papacy
and Prophecy,’ and ‘Coming – a Modern Roman
Empire?’ where you mentioned the prophecies of
Malachy and how they had been with a certain
level of accuracy, well, you also included
comments on the ‘Jesuits’ that caught my eye
because I’m of Spanish stock and I know that
Spain has always been a Catholic country but
even they had to expel the Jesuits many times.
Also, even John Paul II said that Jesuits were an
organization that worried him. Many heard that
Malachy called this Pope ‘Petrus Romanus’ and
because the recent new Pope Francis is out of
Argentina, they automatically drop the subject, it
is very well known that Pope Francis is Italian,
he was just born in Argentina, which by the way
is 85% of European origin. . .
“Saint Francis of Assisi is who the new Pope is
named after. It is said that Francis of Assisi had
a vision that a spirit being told him to ‘change
the Church.’ The new Pope is also changing
many traditions and by doing this he makes
headlines worldwide as a ‘humble man.’ This
reminded me of Matthew 7:15 [‘beware of
wolves in sheep’s clothling’ – editor]. . . .
The new Pope went and washed the feet of some
prisoners, women and some Muslims. He also
called for Israel and Palestinians to ‘unite for
peace.’ Yeshua said in Matthew 10:34-35 that
He did not come to send ‘peace’ on earth but a
sword, not ‘unity’ but division. He came to
separate the ‘real from the fake without making
a mistake,’ but today people have got the wrong
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definition of ‘peace’ and ‘unity’ and Satan took
advantage of it.
“Today we see our American president, the
leader of the free world, who carries a replica of
the Hindu god Hanuman in his pocket. Also in
August 24, 2008, Carolyn Sauvage-Mar accepted
a two-foot god-plated Hanuman as a gift to
Obama from India’s congress party leader Brig
Mohan Bhama, after it was ‘sanctified’ by Hindu
temple priests, all this while Obama claims to be
a ‘Christian’, wearing a ring with Islamic
quotations on it. I also heard New Agers calling
him ‘a great master’ and ‘a transendental leader
overlighted by spirit.’ Obama’s got people like
Rick Warren for a common faith and common
good, he is the point of connection of many
religious groups and all this is happening exactly
when New Agers are expecting ‘Lord Maitreya,’
Christians expecting ‘Christ,’ Jews the
‘Messiah,’ the Buddhists the ‘fifty Buddah,’ the
Hindus call it ‘Krishna’ and the Muslims ‘the
Iman Mahdi.’ I believe they all would come
together in the name of ‘humanity.’ That’s the
religious field, while on the political area, our
president plays with Socialist policies, the new
world order is coming. That’s no secret. I think
we are witnessing the final steps, when the
Western Capitalism (thesis) and the Eastern
Communism (antithesis) will meet half way into
Socialism (synthesis) on a global scale . . . all
this is really scary, specially on the spiritual
condition our country is in right this moment,
without God. Even small countries like North
Korea, are a huge threat to us. This ain’t
conspiracy theories. All this are facts happening
and moving fast, the day when we will see Jesus
coming to earth with all His glory is approaching
very soon.
“I might not get to know you face to face in this
era, but I want to thank you for your effort,
courage and dedication to bring the truth from
the mountain of Ephraim for all the nations to
see. This ministry has played a huge role in my
walking with God. I love you so much, and I
hope this ministry keeps going strong, even in

the world tomorrow. I pray for you daily, so
does my family, you’re not alone, even if
sometimes you feel like it. The Day of the Lord
will be a terrible thing for many but a delightful
day for us who wait on it with passion, faith and
deep emotion. You always quoted often the
verse that says, ‘O Israel, prepare to meet your
God!’ That phrase always gets me emotional. I
know you know what I mean.
YHVH bless you and keep you;
YHVH lift up His countenance
upon you; and give you Shalom
– Numbers 6:24-26.”
-- USA
“I was listening in on the question and answer
period during this past Sabbath's Bible study. A
man asked you a question about Jonathon Cahn's
book "The Harbinger". I don't know what exactly
he was referring to -- I haven't read this book yet,
but perhaps I'll buy a copy of it sometime in the
coming months -- but he indicated that,
according to Cahn, one of the harbingers of the
End Time occurred on a date of great
significance according to the fixed Hebrew
calendar. The man seemed to be confused
because you have taught us that the fixed
calendar normally doesn't coincide with the
method God authorized for keeping track of time
by observing the new moons from Jerusalem. . .
“I believe that God does what He has to do in
order to get someone's attention, and if that
means arranging for a significant event to happen
on the anniversary of a famous historical event
according to the fixed Jewish calendar He
otherwise has nothing to do with, would He not
do it? Doing so does not mean God approves of
the fixed calendar, it merely means He
acknowledges that Jews (and many exWorldwiders) follow it, just as we all
acknowledge that this is the year 2013 A.D. even
though many believe that system, which purports
to count the time elapsed since the birth of Jesus,
to be off by three years or so.”
-- Pennsylvania

